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Abstract
Today, smart city technology is being adopted by many municipal governments to improve
their services and to adapt to growing and changing urban population. Implementing a smart
city application can be one of the most challenging projects due to the complexity, requirements
and constraints. Sensing devices and computing components can be numerous and heteroge-
neous. Increasingly, researchers working in the smart city arena are looking to leverage edge
and cloud computing to support smart city development. This approach also brings a num-
ber of challenges. Two of the main challenges are resource allocation and load balancing of
tasks associated with processing data from sensors, etc. This can be particularly challenging
depending on the frequency that tasks come and go, their complexity, the level of resources,
etc. This is a dynamically changing environment and static allocation strategies are not effec-
tive. This thesis investigates a reinforcement learning approach to dynamically allocate tasks to
resources and try to ensure balanced loads on processing elements. The agent follows a Multi-
Observation Single-State (MOSS) model which allows it to observe processed features from
multiple sources at a single step. Those features represent multiple registered virtual machines
(executors). The agent tries to orchestrate the arriving task to one of the executor candidates
based on the task’s characteristics and current condition of the executor. We introduce a model
of a smart city computational infrastructure, describe our approach to reinforcement learning
and present our algorithm for task allocation. We illustrate the agent behavior through simula-
tions and show how its performance improves as it learns the environment.
Keywords: Load balancing, resource allocation, smart cities, reinforcement learning, fea-
tures engineering, edge computing
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Summary for Lay Audience
Cities continue to grow in population, size, services and complexity. City governments need
smarter ways to accommodate the needs of their citizens and are looking at ways to make their
cities smarter. Small sensing and computing devices coupled with powerful computers are
being used to create smart city systems. While these systems have the potential to improve
city-wide operations and services and to benefit citizens, they also present challenges in their
operation. These resources are costly to acquire and to operate, and need to be managed wisely
to prevent excessive costs. This also means that use of these computers to execute tasks needs
to be as efficient as possible, to avoid over loading and wasting resources. This is the problem
of resource allocation and load balancing. In this thesis, we introduce a reinforcement learning
method for resource allocation and load balancing and evaluate its effectiveness.
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Smart city has been a captivating topic for the last decade [79, 18]. Like many new concepts,there is no agreed upon definition of a ”smart city” among researchers and scientists [21].
This is because many researchers use their own definition based on what they expect from the
concept of smart city. Some see it as a collection of e-services [8], others see it as a green
city [25]. These are just two views among many others [21]. Regardless of what the definition
is, due to the complexity of the system and the potentially huge amount of data that can be
streamed to servers, the computational infrastructure of the smart city is commonly recognized
as involving the following: Fog computing [93], artificial intelligence [39], Internet of Things
(IoT) [27], and big data [9] (see Figure 1.1). Moreover, applications associated with smart city
initiatives span a range of domains from healthcare [63, 12] to robotics [46]. Figure 1.1 is a





Figure 1.1: Overlapping Technologies for Smart Cities
The idea of a smart city is directly related to the government, administrators, and citizens of
cities. The cost of administrating cities is increasing with the increase of their population and
citizen expectations. For a better life quality, people migrate to advanced cities which provide
1
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enhanced security, healthier living and working environments, excellent response system to
emergencies, and smart houses. An autonomous smart city system can predict, recognize,
analyse, and response to different city events. Since each city has its own type of common
events, smart city systems should be general and flexible to be tailored to specific types of
events.
1.1 Problem Statement
This thesis focuses on smart cities based on fog computing. Fog computing is the use of on-
demand servers, dedicated servers, nodes with limited capabilities and network devices to run
large scale applications on distributed systems. It is a hierarchical network and computational
structure that attempts to adapt to the variation of demands in complex technology systems such
as those emerging in smart cities. Although the motive for such complex structure is to reduce
delays and increase throughput, to do so requires good resource management algorithms and
a load balancing techniques. Lacking good resource management could result in overloading
computing resources while other resources are idle. This could result in loss of performance or
overprovisioning of devices or both.
This problem is often best solved by people, but the growing size and complexity of these
environments makes this increasingly challenging for humans and just adding manpower has
limitations. There is a need to address these problems by computational means, including
methods that rely on artificial intelligence and machine learning. AI approaches can take into
account constraints, different characteristics and multiple objectives of resource management
for a specific system. The learning strategy could take a good amount of time but, once it learns
a good behaviour from experience, it will be able to predict future events and act in advance.
Just like police boost their security forces on annual festivals and carnivals, an artificially in-
telligent agent will learn the date of such events along with the increased data collection based
on history and will adapt to additional tasks and resource demands.
Smart cities are expected to rely on sensors and data collection devices - an Internet of Things
(IoT) system. IoT devices are the input for smart city systems and are the connection between
the digital and physical worlds. They are part of the input for the system, and may exist in the
thousands or millions of devices [69]. Such input data is huge in volume, may have different
forms, and is collected at different rates. This data often needs efficient algorithms for filtering
and pre-processing before injecting it to the system, may be used by other algorithms that
combine it with other data sources into merged data sets used by smart city application [74].
Large scale data collection and analyses are one of the challenges hindering the development
and emergence of smart cities. In the fog computing paradigm, many different nodes may
exist to handle much of the processing, but there is also a need to efficiently place tasks that
need to execute on appropriate nodes i.e. allocating tasks. Task misplacement can affect the
performance of the running tasks or impact the deployment of queued tasks and the overall cost
of operating the infrastructure. The cost of the system includes, but is not limited to, the cost
of using on-demand servers per time unit, energy consumed in both computation and network
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nodes, and bandwidth usage. Cost could also include the cost for human intervention needed
for running the system. To get the best out of fog computing, resource management and load
balancing algorithms are essential.
To conclude, fog computing paradigm’s performance depends on the load balancing and re-
source allocation technique/model used. For a smart city system to succeed it must have con-
sistent and adequate performance and the algorithms must be able to handle changing work-
loads. Artificial intelligence approaches have been successful in a number of different domains
in the past years. We propose a Reinforcement Learning algorithm based on an abstract model
of a smart city infrastructure to address task allocation and load balancing.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides some background and cov-
ers some related work. Chapter 3 introduces concepts that are necessary for the thesis. After
that, Chapter 4 introduces the structure and dynamics of our abstract model of smart city in-
frastructure and we describe our simulator. Chapter 5 introduces the model used to address the
allocation and balancing problems. Experimental results are presented and analysed in Chapter




Internet of things (IoT) is one of the dominant topics during the last few years. IoT is vital formany applications including but not limited to smart city, self-driving vehicles, drone and
robot swarms, distributed sensor systems and many others. The more popular IoT becomes,
the more vital it is to have scalable models for analysis of IoT environments, particularly where
scalability is a concern. Many IoT systems have begun to look towards fog computing to help
address computing, data management, timely processing and energy efficiency rather than just
relying on cloud resources. Executing tasks on fog nodes can be more energy efficient than
executing those tasks on a cloud and can provide enhanced performance measures, such as
reduced response time. In this Chapter, we provide an overview of cloud and fog computing,
and review previous research on resource allocation and load balancing in fog environments.
2.1 Background
Traditional approaches to handle the challenges of computational complexity by relying solely
on heavy duty servers is no longer sufficient. These servers were typically available to bigger
corporations due to the complexity, prices and required knowledge to operate them. A more
modern approach to satisfy the demands of digital computation was through the introduction of
distributed systems and parallel computation technology [61]. Distributed systems and parallel
computing relaxed a lot of the hardware complexity in older servers but required more sophis-
ticated software to operate. Example of this software are telecommunication networks, and the
Internet. Distributed and parallel systems are still expensive to own and require both physical
facilities and knowledge to perform computations on the system. The evolution of communi-
cation media and infrastructure has enabled more that can be done through the Internet. This
evolution has also encouraged researchers to explore the field of cloud computation.
2.1.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computation is the use of servers accessed across the Internet for storing data and exe-
cuting computing tasks with varying complexity levels. This computation can be programmed
and assigned to dedicated servers or left for the cloud to load balance the work. Cloud load
4
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balancing will assign tasks to virtual machines taking under consideration the complexity of
the task as well as the physical location of the task issuer.
Cloud computation is facilitated by service providers who have proposed the Pay-As-You-Go
service model. Examples of typical service providers are, Microsoft Azure, AWS, Google and
many more. One of the most popular activities that happens on today’s Internet is storage
which is provided by different vendors through a variety of applications, such as Dropbox,
iCloud, Google drive, etc. The user of these services can purchase both storage space and
processing power according to their needs. This service model facilitates computations and
storage without the need of physical space or high purchase budget to meet the user’s quality
of service (QoS) and user experience (UE) expectations. The emergence of cloud computing
has increased the appetite of many businesses in all fields to move their work to the cloud [15,
5]. Even with an incredible number of computational servers in the cloud, there still remain
performance challenges that can impact the user’s satisfaction.
Some researchers have suggested altering a cloud’s topology as a network into smaller clusters,
called cloudlets. This split has been introduced to provide processing units closer to the user.
The idea of a cloudlet was first proposed as a two-tier network architecture [5]. The first
tier is the well-known cloud and the second tier is the cloudlet which is a small-scale cloud
with one-hop network latency [43]. Unlike the cloud, the proposed two-tier model has lower
communication latency, which made it suitable for real-time applications like video streaming,
online gaming, and voice over Internet Protocol (voIP).
2.1.2 IoT, Fog and Edge Computing
Since the birth of Internet of Things (IoT), many applications in various domains have been
developed [90]. McKinsey [83] defined IoT as: “Sensors and actuators embedded in physical
objects are linked through wired and wireless networks, often using the same Internet Protocol
(IP) that connects the Internet.” Therefore, any device that has a micro-controller and connec-
tion to the Internet could be used in an IoT platform. Devices such as smart sensors, smart
phones, tablets, laptops etc. are deployed increasingly day by day as part of IoT platorms.
Cisco proposed a hierarchical architecture fog computing which makes use of cloud computing
and other network components in the local network that are closer to the user. Specifically,
making use of resources of network components that are located at the edge of a network is
called edge computing. Fog computing and edge computing are often used interchangeably
[35] because of the similarity of concepts of using edge devices/data centers. Edge computing
and IoT development has facilitated better utilization of computational and storage units to
better enhance performance [89].
Fog\Edge Network’s Components and Characteristics
Fog\Edge networks consist of computation and network devices. The computational devices
may range from single-board computers, like Raspberry Pis and commodity products like desk-
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top, laptop, smartphones and smart objects, to dedicated micro data centers. Network infras-
tructure in Fog\Edge configurations typically includes access points (AP), wireless local area
networks (WLANs), routers, switches and gateways [35]. The aforementioned network de-
vices with improved computing capabilities represent part of system’s resources. One example
of using edge device capabilities would be to make a smart surveillance camera do image
recognition of the street shot and notify the system only if there is something wrong. It is
able to do so if it has enough storage space to save the weights of a trained network. By
that, some computation load would be shifted from data centers to smart devices and usage of
communication links would decrease. It is worth noting that performance enhancement is the
main objective that has driven the development of 5G networks and edge computing. Though
5G networks have increased network bandwidth and performance, they can also leverage edge
computing to reduce latency and increase Internet speed [2].
Edge network resources are:
• Heterogeneous: different processing units often have different architectures with differ-
ent capabilities.
• Dynamic: workload differs as the number of tasks change, rate of new tasks starting
or tasks stopping, more users engage with the network, more competition for limited
resources.
• Mobile: certain devices may leave the network without any acknowledgement, e.g. end
user devices such as phones, even before task running on them are completed.
• Resource limited: edge devices have small computation power compared to data centers.
In the following, we review some of the key concepts, terms and characteristics of Fog/Edge
computing.
Architecture
The architecture of edge/fog computing can be classified depending on many aspects. It could
depend on the data flow in the system, or on the type of control of resources in edge computing.
There have been many approaches for data aggregation modelling in edge/fog computing. The
techniques used are cluster-based techniques [82, 32], graph-based techniques [41, 94], Petri
net-based techniques [31], etc. Along with that, researchers have also proposed techniques
to improve aggregation for different objectives. They directed their studies towards finding
energy/latency/bandwidth-efficient techniques, quality-aware techniques, and security-aware
techniques. The other architecture classification method depends on the resources control
method. While edge computing should be distributed-controlled unlike cloud environments,
still some edge computing models are center-controlled but in a smaller scale than cloud envi-
ronments. In a centralized-control model, a controller like Software Defined Network (SDN)
is used to manage the workload in local network area [36, 92].
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Offloading
In some cases where user demand for cloud resources exceeds capacities of the cloud, applica-
tions initially located to the cloud can be offloaded to edge nodes. Similarly, overloaded edge
computing nodes might have tasks moved to the cloud to relieve demand on the edge com-
puting nodes. Offloading could also occur to balance load between nodes or process urgent
requests faster. Generally, offloading is the shift of workloads between processing entities.
Virtual Machines and Containers
Typically, many applications are assigned to the same fog/edge node. To ensure isolation and
independence of each application in a node, they usually each run as a single virtual machine
or container. This virtualized system means that an application is served by limited resources
and its failure does not affect other applications running in the same node. A virtual machine
emulates a physical computer by virtualizing resources like CPUs, network, memory, storage
devices and GPUs [35]. A fixed amount of each resource is specified to a single virtual ma-
chine. Generated tasks/applications could be assigned to any of the registered virtual machines
located in any node in the network. With the variety types of tasks, heterogeneity of nodes and
their different locations, finding the optimal assignment is not an easy problem.
On a lower level of partitioning, a container is another mean of system virtualization, which
provides process-level virtualization. Containers can share a single operating system kernel,
but applications have isolated environments for execution. Containers generally consume fewer
resources than virtual machines.
Resource Management/Allocation
A resource management algorithm is an algorithm that maps tasks/applications to computing
nodes that have at least the minimum resources required to execute those tasks/applications.
Additionally, the algorithm should also aim to ensure that there are resources for future requests
and in order to avoid over committing tasks to the node. A successful resource management
algorithm also aims to keep the system running and enables processing as many requests as
possible. Generally, the overall state of the system is more important than the state of a single
node or the success of a request. Resource management algorithms can be characterized based
on their overall approach to handling resources [53, 28]:
• Provisioning is the act of allotting resources to workloads.
• Allocation is the distribution of resources between competing workloads.
• Modelling is providing a framework that can help predict resource needs for a workload.
• Brokering is defined in [28] to be: ”negotiation of resources through an agent to ensure
their availability at the right time to execute the workload.”
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• Scheduling is organizing events and resources in a timetable which coordinates work-
loads’ requirements and duration with resources available.
Some workloads require predecessor tasks’ results and/or external readings from specific de-
vices. Coordinating workloads’ external requirements and resources requirements with current
system’s available resources is not a trivial job. In this thesis, we focus mainly on having a
broker for resource management in our system.
Load Balancing
The other important algorithm is the load balancing algorithm. Similar to resource manage-
ment, load balancing is essential to maintain the performance of large systems. While equality
is assigning exact number of requests to each node, a successful load balancing algorithm
should ensure fairness in the system. Since requests and nodes are heterogeneous, the pro-
cessing load capability is not identical for all nodes when assigning same quantity of requests.
For example, ten requests could increase the load on node ’A’ as much as one request of the
same type increases load on node ’B’ depending on computational capability of each, i.e., node
’A’ could be a much more powerful computing device. Ensuring fairness in system leads to
approximately equal waiting times tasks in every nodes’ queue.
After laying out the fundamentals of cloud and fog computing, the following section will
present some of the proposals regarding load balancing and resource allocation. In fact, some
of those researchers focus on one or more characteristics of fog computing. Others, present
techniques using limited settings like load balancing between two nodes only.
2.2 Related Work on Resource Management
In this section, we review and summarize a number of different approaches for load balancing
and resource allocation. Common techniques are presented first, then smart approaches are
presented; these latter approaches focus on use of Reinforcement Learning based models, since
our research considers this approach as well.
2.2.1 Resource Allocation Algorithms
Resource allocation is needed in a hierarchical environment like edge computing, where mul-
tiple nodes may be connected to the same node in a higher level. The multiple nodes might use
a mutual wired connection to the parent node and thus compete for bandwidth. Taneja, et al.
[81], use a directed acyclic graph to achieve efficient resource utilization. In their approach, fog
nodes have three attributes, namely, CPU, RAM, and Bandwidth. Every application module re-
quires minimum attributes to run successfully depending on the nature of the task this module
does. The researchers developed an algorithm to sort modules and network nodes and then the
algorithm matches every module with its best fit available network node. It does this in an iter-
ative manner all the way from fog nodes up to cloud nodes. A shortest-path equivalence design
was proposed in [87]. The authors proposed dynamic service placement by predicting the cost
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of service placement options to find the optimal service placement sequence. Service is gen-
erally defined as long running tasks of the same type [59]. Transmission time, computational
delay and migration overhead are the costs the scheme trying to minimize. After finding the
optimal look-ahead window size, the researchers use simulation to show that their design can
reduce the average cost. Despite the good performance of their approach, the scheme assumed
homogeneous services and did not take service’s type and prerequisites into consideration.
Focusing on resource allocation, Ni et al. proposed a strategy based on priced, timed Petri
nets (PTPN) [60]. This strategy predicts time and price needed for a task’s completion and
considers the reliability of users and fog resources. They managed to dynamically allocate fog
resources by filtering and classifying them based on their computing capability and credibility.
2.2.2 Load Balancing Algorithms
CooLoad, a cooperative load balancing scheme, was introduced by Beraldi, Mtibaa, and Al-
nuweiri. In CooLoad, two nodes cooperate together to minimize task delays and blocking
probability [13]. Blocking is the event in which a requested task cannot execute or continue
execution and, as a result, it gets dropped. The authors built their model as Markov processes
and they analyzed the possible scenarios. In their mode, nodes were heterogeneous. Similar to
many other studies, after tuning their parameters, results showed that the proposed scheme is
better than isolated and fully shared schemes in the perspective of blocking probability and de-
lay. Nevertheless, balancing the load between two nodes cannot be scaled up for fog computing
systems.
In [4], authors used the popular NSGA-II multi-objective algorithm in order to optimize time
delay and energy consumption in fog and cloud architecture. In [91], authors designed an algo-
rithm to balance the load and allocate resources efficiently between different nodes. Nodes are
categorized based on their computing capability, memory storage and bandwidth. Services are
also categorized based on their requested computing nodes and predefined start time. Services
are partitioned to computing nodes that are classified based on the type of service they provide
and predefined start time.
Designing services with predefined starting time does not cope with the nature of service archi-
tecture since services are on-demand by nature. In [24], an improved A* algorithm is employed
in an SDN controller to select the best fog node for service allocation. This algorithm chooses
the node based on the shortest path from a requester that is part of an IoT (thing as a requester)
to fog node (executor). It also considers the memory, CPU, and GPU utilization in nodes and
bandwidth link utilization. Service requests arrive in a rate that depends on many factors and
have certain distribution based on type and location of network. That was not the case in both
[91] [24] since they assumed services were all requested at the same time, which makes their
models unable to deal with traffic and different workload rates.
A special type of the IoT is the Internet of Vehicles(IoV). IoV is one of the vital aspects of
smart city since it is one of the keys to smart traffic. Authors in [33] integrated elements of net-
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work to form software defined cloud/fog network (SDCFN) architecture. The purpose of this
architecture is to reduce latency and fulfill QoS as they are the most essential criteria in IoV.
The vital key to this is load balancing which is done through a modification they made to parti-
cle swarm optimization algorithm (MPSO-CO). Simulations showed that SDCFN architecture
and the modified algorithm improved the QoS which brings IoV closer to reality.
Security-aware load balancing , a technique that was proposed by authors [67], uses breadth
first search (BFS). The heuristic BFS is used to choose the best responder to the request of
load sharing sent by the requester. The requester is an Edge Data Center (EDC) that broad-
casts an encrypted request when its overloaded. EDCs with sufficient resources to execute the
overflowed task respond with encrypted responses back to the requester. The requester then
chooses the best candidate to migrate load to. After experimental results, they verified that
their proposed model is secure and sustainable.
In [62], authors represented cloud as a set of discrete virtual machines while fog nodes as a
single virtual machine each. Ningning et al. have used graph theory to minimize the number
of migrating switches. This is done through defining every virtual machine as a node in a
graph. Those nodes are connected through weighted edges. The weight of edges represent
the bandwidth between the two virtual machines represented by the two nodes connected with
that edge. After constructing the model, graph partitioning is used to solve the problem of
load balancing in a dynamic structure where some nodes(like fog nodes) can join and leave
networks during runtime. Experimental results show that the running time complexity of this
method is reduced compared to classical hybrid strategy for load balancing (HDLB).
2.2.3 Load Balancing and Resources Allocation Models using Machine
Learning
Anna Victoria Oikawa et al. in [7] used supervised learning to achieve load balancing in large
systems. The model is trained to pick the best load balancing algorithm based on the charac-
teristics of a given task. The model needs to be trained on all the scenarios possible for it to be
realistic, which is not possible. Additionally, the load balancing problem is more dependent on
the nodes and their capabilities than tasks’ characteristics.
A number of approaches looked towards using reinforcement learning because of the hetero-
geneity of services and nodes, and because of the dynamic nature of real-life networks. Some
of this work took heterogeneity of tasks into consideration when designing resource allocation
management models. In [51], the authors divided the workload into three categories based on
priority and type (streaming or single time) applications. One important criterion of this model
is that streaming applications do not run fully on the one executor, which ensures less idling
resource allocation. They used DQN RL (Deep Q Networks based Reinforcement Learning)
agent to get all executor resources along with the task profile, to decide where to execute a
task. ε is the parameter that controls the behaviour of the agent. Typically, at the beginning it
leans toward random behaviour and as the agent learns more about the environment, it changes
the agent’s behaviour gradually to use its gained experience. While designing the model, ε
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has to be tailored so that merging with the system is done smoothly in multiple steps. Nev-
ertheless, the executors in this design are assumed to be identical which is far away from real
environments.
In the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) system [47], the authors assumed having a number
of user equipment nodes (UEs), MEC servers and eNodeB - an entity that is the connector
between all UEs and the server. Each task is characterized by three properties, the size of
computation input data needs, number of CPU cycles required to be executed and maximum
delay tolerance. They designed a RL model that decides whether the user should execute the
task locally or offload it to the server and its reward is negatively correlated to the net cost of
the system. As the cost of the system increases the reward given to agent decreases. When the
number of UEs increase this design will no longer be efficient because of the traffic congestion
and server overload. In [57], a RL model is designed to deal with resource allocation in case of
emergencies. It is assumed in [57] that there is a predefined priorities for IoT devices that have
shared bandwidth. In case of emergency in a location, the device located in that location will
have higher bandwidth in order to transmit high quality video streaming. That is accomplished
by choosing one device that has a lower priority and choosing it as a victim. Bandwidth is
taken from victim and is given to the higher priority one.
Authors of [58] assume mobile and stationary distributed fog nodes among fog computing re-
gions. Each region has a fog computing domain controller, which is responsible for redirecting
tasks coming from IoT devices connected to this domain (network). The Deep Q Networks
(DQN) which is type of deep RL, takes as an input the location of the requester and fog nodes,
current fog nodes connected, and task specifications as the state. The DQN then decides where
to execute this task (fog nodes or cloud). In this design, nodes can join or leave during execu-
tion and those nodes could have different computing capabilities and storage capacities. The
proposed solution outperforms the random node, nearest node, and optimal node algorithms.
The results are good, but the tasks are assumed to be identical, and their dependencies are ne-
glected. This makes the problem much easier than what it is in reality since homogeneity and
task independence simplifies the problem.
Load balancing has been a long-term issue in all distributed large systems. That is why various
of designs and algorithms have been proposed to fairly distribute workloads among entities.
Some researchers tend to solve this problem at the network level where they can control the
utility of a link and migrate connections to switches from one node to another or one region
to another. Other studies have focused on the device level, where their approaches depend
on the computational capabilities and workload properties of individual nodes. The authors
of [44] use a method based on deep belief networks to balance the load in a network of IoT.
More specifically, they combined Q-Learning with neural prior ensemble to come up with new
balancing technique. Load-bot and Balance-bot are two agents that are designed in order to
measure network load and process neural load prediction respectively. The model is compared
with the dynamic scheme and the experimental results show that the number of migration of
nodes and regions decreased.
In a more specific design, Li et al. in [48] aim to balance the load between SDN controllers. The
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assumption is that every controller has different loading capacity. In other words, controllers
are heterogeneous, an assumption that introduces more complexity to the system. An RL
agent is designed to choose the switch that when migrating tasks to would balance the load
significantly and would cost less. This design outperforms the compared methods of selecting
the one with highest transmission rate and selecting the one with minimum migration cost.
Performance measurement is the load on the controller plane and the migration overhead.
Authors of [11] use load index, which corresponds to workload on a node based on a global
average, as a comparison key. This key is flagged when the CPU length of a node deviates from
the load of other nodes in the same fog network. The RL agent in SDN controller is responsible
for monitoring the states of the nodes and ensuring to lower the probability for nodes to reach
overload state. With the rate variation of task arrivals, the performance is compared with
least queue node method, nearest node selection method, and random selection method for
offloading and resulted in lower cost.
For the sake of leveraging, other researchers use deep reinforcement learning. Although it takes
longer time to train such models, its performance is worth it. In [6], they balanced the load in
MEC network that consists of access-points, mobile devices (MDs) and multi-edge servers.
The decision of where to execute a task is taken in MDs, where they have four options, either
to execute locally, offload to a near server, offload to an adjacent server or offload to the cloud.
One desirable feature in this study is the assumption of heterogeneity of nodes (MDs, servers,
cloud). Using SARSA algorithm to determine the suitable action for current state of resources
(processing space, memory, and bandwidth) resulted in significant performance. The agent
was to be rewarded if response time in this time step is smaller than previous time step.
The authors of [49] designed RILNET which is an approach to balance the load among switches/
edges by finding the best distribution for path’s utilities for pair of nodes. Deep RL, specifi-
cally the actor critic method using four neural networks is used in a centered-control architec-
ture for its design. Agents in this case receive snapshots of links throughput in the network
and determine the best proportions of usage for available paths. The error rate is calculated
with the reference of optimal MLU (Maximal Link Utilization). Optimal MLU divides flow
into equal-cost paths. RILNET almost reaches the performance of optimal MLU and it out-
performs EMCP (standard scheme for flow-level). On the packet-level, RILNET outperforms
DRILL (standard scheme for packet-level) by routing the data packets based on flowlets with
low probability of out-of-order.
None of the previous models combine the different capabilities of nodes, task dependencies
considering time delays and energy consumption. Some of them create constrained environ-
ments which makes the training successful, but they fall short when deployed in more complex




One of the most popular application domains that was born with the maturity of Fog andEdge Computing was smart cities. In this chapter we will review various definitions of
smart cities, outline some of the characteristics and discuss some of its challenges. The second
part of this chapter will lay out the essence of reinforcement learning that will be used to solve
one of smart city system’s problems.
3.1 Smart Cities
The evolution of IoT has encouraged researchers to work on novel ideas in many research
fields. Smart city is one of them. The concept of a smart city has been defined in a variety
of ways. One general definition for smart city was pesented in [88]. They defined a smart
city as any municipality that relies on communication technology to increase its operational
efficiency. This municipality also shares information with the public to better enhance the
citizen’s satisfaction for government services. Researchers believe that the popularity of smart
cities will increase in the next few decades. Subsection 3.1.1 details some of the research work
that shows the trends and reasons for the growing popularity of smart cities.
3.1.1 Necessity of Smart Cities
The concept of the smart city is essential because of its direct effect on the quality of lifestyle
of residents of cities all around the world. Smart cities are predicted to embody 68% of world’s
population in 30 years. As Figure 3.1 shows, in 2017 an average of 81.71% of people live
in urban areas in both Canada and the United States. Figure 3.2 presents the statistics of the
population living in urban areas in each continent in 2015. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that cities’
popularity is increasing all over the world. The continuously increasing trend in Figure 3.1
correlates to the workload on cities institutions, and technology support has never been more
required. Technological systems deployment helps cities to function on cost effective, more
accurate, and more environment friendly models. Hence, the research in the area of smart
cities is now seen as a vital and basic necessity.
The “smart” concept can be integrated in many areas such as smart government, smart utilities,
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smart mobility, smart buildings, smart environment, etc. The potential in smart city technology
has already attracted investment from governments, industries and individuals. The growing
attention to smart cities technology needs to be coupled with more efficient and feasible models
to overcome the burdens and challenges. Those models bring more smart cities deployments
to life.
Figure 3.1: Ratio of people living in urban
areas from 1960 to 2017 in both Canada and
United States [72].
Figure 3.2: Ratio of population living in in ur-
ban areas in different continents in 2015 [72].
3.1.2 Challenges and Requirements
Smart city project deployment inherently possesses both physical and network challenges [71].
Physical challenges come from device installation and deployments, especially if the installa-
tion happens in areas that are not owned by the government, such as private properties. Chal-
lenges associated with the networks arise due to the complexity, redundancy and heterogeneity
of the network software and hardware components. One of the most crucial and challenging
aspects of these networks is security, since smart city networks may be accessible by a wide
variety of users in very large urban areas. Another challenging problem is the demand for con-
tinuous maintenance for smart city systems and sensors around the city. Collected big data and
the connectivity of things brings the concept of profiling to attention. Profiling is the ability
to collect enough information about customers and users to create a profile. Tracking people
by following their usage of public transportation is another issue that invades citizens privacy.
To add to the complexity of the designs and solutions, smart city services that are provided
through these networks often have to meet time, energy and cost constraints [65].
Generally, a successful smart city project involves highly interconnected devices, has to be
energy efficient and cost effective. Last but not least, it has to be highly reliable [65]. In order
to reduce the cost and improve reliability, it is desired for the system to be highly autonomous.
The system should possess the ability to manage, monitor and properly respond to situations
with minimal human interaction. One key characteristic that would contribute to the efficiency
and success of the system is to be proactive.
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One innovative approach to build a system with the mentioned desired characteristics and ca-
pabilities is to design the system using artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence can help
researchers to meet some of the key characteristics such as autonomy, proactivity and cost
efficiency.
3.1.3 Smart City Projects in Progress
There have been many smart city projects at a variety of scales and for a variety of purposes.
Some projects are partially deployed for evaluation and developments. Other are more fully
developed around a single application.
The Padova smart city (PSC) [19] initiative was one project that addressed some of the chal-
lenges. The fact that devices are connected through different communication protocols, like
CoAP, MQTT, XMPP, etc. [38], makes it complicated to find a standard way for communicat-
ing in one platform. PSC project tackled this problem along with mixing network protocols
IPv4 and IPv6 in order to better generalize the platform [71].
Another smart city initiative is located in Chicago. The city installed hundreds of sensors
around the city to collect data in order to be able to make smarter decisions regarding traffic,
air quality, temperature around the city and more. Which made them the most data-driven
government in the world [55]. The Array of Things (AoT) is a project that depends highly on
the engagement between the government, academic institutions, and the citizens of Chicago,
to collect real-time data of city’s environment, and infrastructure for research purposes and for
the public [66]. Chicagoans are cooperating with the government by continuously giving their
feedback [20].
Barcelona embraced the idea of a smart city when the concept was first emerging. Since then,
the Barcelona government has deployed nearly 20k sensors [29]. As a result, they are saving
up to $37 million each year from smart energy savings. Connected citizens is one the ways that
can make a city smart. Barcelona has increased the number of WiFi hotspots around the city
to ensure that the city has almost full coverage. After that, they created a series of applications
that help citizens better use the city’s services.
The city of Curitiba in Brazil started boosting the communication and relationships with its cit-
izens by responding to citizens’ inquiries in the 1980’s. The city established the “156 Central”
hotline then to allow citizens to report any urban infrastructure damage, demand actions, like
waste collection, inquire about bus routes, and much more. They have also started collecting
data from citizens by holding interviews [34]. Today, the city is working with manufacturing
companies like Volvo and SAAB to ensure sustainability for new technological systems.
Other smart city projects have focused on identifying the strengths and weaknesses of huge
cities like the ones in India, as well as finding possible opportunities for each city in the coun-
try [43]. Extracting information and producing analysis of strengths and weaknesses of a city
is one of the important applications to properly identify possible opportunities for improv-
ing the infrastructure, citizens’ quality of life, and management cost of that city. Singapore,
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London, and a number of cities in North America are already deploying ”smartness” in their
architecture, and infrastructure [30].
3.1.4 Layers of Smart City
Most of research work on smart cities shares a number of common basic elements that can be
divided into four layers:
1. The Device Layer is where all sensors gather data in the platform. Some of the devices,
such as actuators, perform actions when required that may determined by other layers
in the architecture. Sensors on the other hand acquire data and feed it to the infrastruc-
ture layer. The device layer depends on wired and wireless networks entailing different
network protocols.
2. The Infrastructure Layer is where aggregated data flows into computing devices with
greater capabilities than sensors and actuators, such as computers, servers, mobile de-
vices, etc. These computational elements filter, transform, store, analyze and process
data.
3. The Middleware Layer is where all data filtering and processing take place and often
where automatic decisions are taken [65]. It is the core of the platform.
4. The Stakeholder/Application Layer is where applications are contained. Applications
utilize the processed data from the middleware layer. It includes analysis, monitoring
systems, decision making agents, and other high level applications.
Challenges in both the applications arising in smart cities and the networked infrastructure
make it harder to optimize this complicated system with the interdependence between the lay-
ers in a smart city platform. This optimization problem could be addressed by formal and
informal methods. Formal methods for solving optimization problems are formulated in math-
ematical algorithms which try to guarantee global optimal solutions. In many occasions, they
take a very long time to reach the desired global solution. This makes it inconvenient for
quite a number of real-time applications. Dynamic programming, ant colony optimization and
annealing imitation are examples of these formal optimization methods [23]. On the other
hand, informal methods can find close to optimal solutions [45]. The vast majority of real-time
systems rely on this paradigm because the time it takes generally takes less time and fewer
resources to reach a usable solution.
The problem is addressed by Artificial Intelligence approaches rather than formal optimization
approaches because of the ability of the AI approaches to fit with the continuously growing
network and dynamic nature of the system. Moreover, with AI approach, additional models
can be integrated, like prediction models and more.
This section illustrated the importance of smart cities and presented some of the challenges and
requirements of a smart city, as well as the need for heuristic methods to meet constraints of
smart city management models. In the next section, we look at approaches to address some
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of these problems based on Artificial Intelligence, particularly machine learning, including
Reinforcement Learning, which is used in this thesis.
3.2 Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a sub-field of computer science in which algorithms and systems
are developed to enable a machine to perform tasks that mimic human intelligence. Within
Artificial Intelligence there has been substantial research done on learning methods - Machine
learning (ML). ML is a field in AI that aims to develop algorithms and methods that can identify
patterns out of usually immense amounts of data. Machine learning is performed by iteratively
introducing training sets until predetermined objective function is achieved [10].
ML is classified into Supervised, Unsupervised and Reinforced Learning. Supervised Learning
depends on human intervention where the target and actual outputs are analyzed. The machine
learns how to map the introduced inputs to the target outputs by adjusting internal factors.
Basic Supervised Learning algorithms include Linear Regression [76], Naive Bayes Classifier
(NBC), [10, 16] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [64].
Unsupervised Learning, unlike the Supervised Learning, does not attempt to map inputs to
target outputs. Rather, it aims to identify patterns in input sets. Since this learning type lacks
mapping and actual/target outputs, this type lacks the ability to validate the machine outputs
during learning. Clustering data [84] and dimensionality reduction [85] are two Unsupervised
Learning methods.
One of the most appealing machine learning techniques is Reinforcement Learning (RL). While
some research considers it as a type of Supervised Learning [14], RL is different from both tra-
ditional Supervised and Unsupervised Learning in the availability of training data. While in
supervised and unsupervised training, the input data is mostly available, in RL only partial
data is introduced to the machine. A reinforcement learning based agent learns by trial and
error aiming to maximize a numerical value. The term agent is used instead of machine be-
cause it interacts with the environment and it has an impact on it. The learning process is
guided by the reward which assesses the performance of the agent. In Supervised Learning,
the machine is taught by setting examples, while in reinforcement learning the agent is taught
by experience. Although both Unsupervised Learning and Reinforcement Learning share non-
supervision learning process, Reinforcement Learning has a reward which is considered as a
performance measure [52].
3.2.1 Reinforcement Learning
Generally, RL techniques depend on many factors, e.g. whether there is model or not, type
of skill to be learned, etc. It is worth noting that it is applicable to a large number of do-
mains like healthcare, trading, IoT, etc. RL is the only machine learning method that uses
explorations and exploitation trade-off. While Supervised and Unsupervised Learning involve
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some of machine learning challenges (generalization, exploration, delayed consequences, and







Figure 3.3: Reinforcement learning model cycle with input and output signals [77].
To understand the methodology of RL, several theoretical concepts must be introduced first. An
abstract overview of RL is shown in Figure 3.3. There is an interactive closed loop, where an
agent produces an action that affects the environment and receives an observation and a scalar
reward. The environment is the surrounding system and context in which an agent operates,
while the model is the agent’s internal representation of the environment. Environments are
either fully or partially observable; the agent state is not the environment state.
An action is defined as any effect the agent can do to the state or the environment. Which
means, an action could change the environment in the agent’s current perspective e.g. walking
changes the state of the agent, or changes the environment itself e.g. changing room tempera-
ture changes the environment.
No matter what the technique used or what the application is, all RL agents share the same goal
and that is maximizing expected cumulative reward. Reward is a scalar performance measure
that indicates how well the agent is doing and guides the agent towards desired priorities. It is
a way to evaluate the actions taken, which impact takes place immediately or later.
In RL, the decision making process is represented mathematically by a Markovian Decision
Process (MDP). MDP is decision making model in discrete, stochastic and sequential environ-
ment [50]. It is defined by a set of states (S), a set of actions (A) and a transition probability
kernel (P0) [77]:
M = 〈S , A, P0〉 (3.1)
The basic rule in MDP states that the future is independent of the past given the present. There-
fore, the current observation is as helpful as the history of observations. This means that it
assumes that it is not beneficial to keep records of how the agent got to its present state. One
exception is when states are limited, as the case in partially observable environments, the agent
then uses history to derive helpful information about the environment.
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The dynamics of a model is determined by the transition probability kernel which distributes
the probability of transitioning from one state to another. Whereas the probability of taking a
certain action in a state is defined by policy. Policy represents the behavior of an agent; it is
the mapping between states and actions. From experience, the agent learns the optimal policy
that could be deterministic or stochastic. A deterministic policy is one where the agent has one
option to take in a single state,
π(s) = a, (3.2)
Whereas the stochastic policy assigns probability for action candidates for each state,
π(a|s) = P(A = a | S = s) (3.3)
where it directs the agent to the best action given the current state. An optimal policy is the one
that maximizes the value function in all states.
To take the best choices in every state, agents tries to approximate future rewards,
Gt = rt + λrt+1 + λ2rt+2 + λ3rt+3 + ... (3.4)
The return at each step Gt is the sum of current reward and future rewards which are discounted
by a discount factor λ, which is bounded by 0 6 λ 6 1, for mathematical convenience. Future
rewards are predicted by a value function, which determines the value for being in a state and/
or taking an action. For the agent to acquire more rewards, it uses the value function to measure
potential future rewards [42].
Vπ(s) = Eπ[rt + λrt+1 + λ2rt+2 + ... | S t = s], (3.5)
Vπ(s) = Eπ[Gt | S t = s], (3.6)
where the value function is the expected sum of future rewards in the current state given the
policy. It predicts how much reward the agent will get from the next state till the terminal state.
The discount factor γmakes the value function finite. If the objective is to care about far sighted
goal then γ should be close or equal to 1, and if objective does not require future planning then
γ should be close or equal to 0. It also depends on the agent’s belief of the model and how
well the agent can predict. A discounted factor is needed because the future is founded on
predictions and because the environment is stochastic.
To clarify the difference between reward and value, reward is the immediate measure the agent
receives in a given state while the value is the long-term reward the agent might receive from
being in a state [3]. Future rewards are expected because of the nature of the model.
The value of being in a state vs gives a good evaluation of the agent’s current state. In other
designs, the evaluation of state-action pair gives a better evaluation than vs. This pair gives
better indication of performance than the evaluation of a state and an action independently. For
example, jumping (action) when being in front of a barrier (state) makes more sense and gives
better evaluation of this action in that state, than giving value for jumping regardless the state.
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Figure 3.4: 10x10 maze as an environment for the rat.
The value of associating actions and states is described by the Q value. The following equation
represent the Q value function that defines how good a state-action pair is, when following
policy π.
Qπ(s, a) = Eπ[Gt | S t = s, At = t] (3.7)
The agent will keep on learning until it finds an optimal policy (or near-optimal policy). Finding
the optimal policy means that the agent is acting in the best behaviour to get most rewards
possible in all states. There always exist at least one optimal policy. When finding an optimal
policy, which existence is proved [75], the optimal value function and the optimal Q value
function are achieved accordingly. Reaching optimal policy means having the best behaviour
possible which is derived from the best evaluations of states (optimal value function).
The following example will help make the previously mentioned elements of RL a little clearer.
Consider a rat in a 10x10m maze; we assume that the ability of the rat is limited for simplicity.
The rat can either walk in one of the four directions or eat a piece of cheese; these represent
the set of possible actions. Eating the cheese will make the rat satisfied while leaving the maze
will make it free, both are considered as rewards. The maze, which represents the environment,
consists of distributed colored pillars (some of them are blue, red, and green), a tile marked X,
tiles with pieces of cheese, and one hole. The red pillars exist only around the exit which pro-
vides a significant hint for winning the game, but the rats cannot use this helpful information,
since rats are green-red blind [22] and so their model of the environment consists of blue and
green pillars only.
In this example, the rat is the agent and its constrained abilities represent the action space. The
state of the rat represents what the rat observes at each step. Reaching the state marked X does
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not provide the agent any reward since it did not eat cheese, nor did it exit the maze, still it
gives a very good impression. That is because of its previous experience of winning shortly
after observing an X marked tile. This illustrates the difference between rewards and value
function. The value function gives a high value for this state because it learned by repetition
that in the upcoming few steps, the rat will leave the maze which will return a very big reward.
Whereas the policy defines the behavior of the rat since at any step the policy tells the rat
which action to take. In a tile where there is a cheese, the optimal policy will assign the highest
probability for the eating action. Both policy and value function will be progressed after each
episode.
Generally, an episode is a series of states, which starts with resetting the reward and the current
state of the agent and ends in any terminal state. A terminal state is a state in which any action
taken does not change the state nor gains a reward. In our example, the episode terminates
when reaching the exit or falling in the hole.
If the desired scenario is getting the rat to leave the maze using the shortest path, then there are
many adjustments that could be made to the design. First, a punishment, which is a negative
reward, could be assigned to all tiles but the terminal. Second, the rat should plan better to
avoid unnecessary movements. That is done by increasing the discount factor in order to care
more about long-term rewards.
From another perspective, if the goal was the survival of the rat, then the design is value
function based. This means that the value function should give the states around the hole a
very low value in order to avoid being trapped in a hole.
Exploring is the task of taking random actions for the sake of discovering the environment.
In contrast, using previous knowledge of the environment is called exploiting. The balance
between exploring and exploiting is attained by using a greedy epsilon policy.
behavior =
 explore, if r < ε.exploit, Otherwise. (3.8)
Here, r is a random number between 0 and 1. If r is less than ε then the agent takes a random
action to explore the environment, otherwise the agent uses its experience to exploit the envi-
ronment. At the starting episode, ε should be 1 and after each episode, ε is decayed by a decay
factor. When ε reaches 0, then the agent should be experienced with the environment and does
not need more exploring. The decay factor should be small to allow the agent to explore many
possible paths; this helps the agent avoid getting trapped in a good yet not the best path.
Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming in reinforcement learning refers to optimizing a policy for a given per-
fect model with a sequential components property [75, 77]. Although dynamic programming
is computationally heavy and having a perfect model of an environment is not common, it sets
basic fundamentals for understanding other methods. It solves for an optimal value function
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Figure 3.5: Generalized policy iteration optimally approximation.
and optimal policy by a algorithm called Generalized Policy Iteration (GPI). This algorithm
starts with a random value function estimates for all states and a random policy. First, it eval-
uates the value of each state with respect to the initialized policy. Then, it improves the policy
by those new evaluations. Basically, it evaluates the policy then improves it. It repeats those
two steps until it reaches optimal value function and optimal policy. This method, however, is
not applicable to models with huge state spaces, since it needs to update the whole state space
value estimates at every step and so becomes computationally expensive.
Model Free Methods
Model free methods are useful when the dynamics of the model is unknown or they are too
complicated to formulate for an agent. An example of a model free method is flying a he-
licopter, where it is complicated to provide all the aerodynamics and physics of gravity and
balance. Which means we no longer have the transition function that tells us the reward r and
the next state s’ if the agent took action a in state s.
Monte Carlo is one of the model-free methods which depends ultimately on experience to
update states’ value estimates. More specifically, it is an episode based method. It depends on
sampled experience (sampled episodes). It stores all the states and actions taken through out
the experience until the episode terminates. Once it does, it updates the value of the states it
has been through based on average of returns G from that state till the end of the episode. The
return Gt is the sum of current and future discounted rewards at step t. Both Monte Carlo and
Temporal-Difference Learning (see below) methods’ goal is to learn the optimal policy online
which means to learn directly from episodes of experience [75].
Temporal Difference Learning (TD) is another model-free method. Unlike the Monte Carlo
method, it does not wait for the end of the episode to update the states’ values, it uses incom-
plete returns (incomplete episodes). TD(0) depends on a one step look ahead technique. One
advantage of TD is that it can be used in continuous (non-terminating) environments where
there are no episodes. One disadvantage is that it is biased because updates depend on one
action, transition,and reward i.e. one step experience. To reduce this bias, the update could
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Figure 3.6: Q Learning pseudo code [77].
depend on more than one step ahead like the case in TD(n).
Q-Learning is one of the TD algorithms that balances exploration and exploitation. It focuses
on evaluating the value of the Q function instead of the value function of the state. It is an off-
policy algorithm, which means the policy followed to choose state-action pair is not the same
policy being updated after each time step. One of the reasons motivating off-policy learning is
to learn about optimal policy π(a|s) while following exploratory policy µ(a|s). Always choos-
ing the action that will return maximum Q value is an example of an optimal policy and ε
greedy is an example of exploratory policy. This method is defined by
Q(S t, At)← Q(S t, At) + α[rt+1 + γ maxa Q(S t+1, a) − Q(S t, At)] (3.9)
where Q(S t, At) is the Q value of the state-action pair of state at step t and action taken at step
t, α is the learning rate, rt+1 is the reward the agent receives for taking action At in state S t [77].
The discount factor γ weakens the value of the future rewards to help the agent focus on the
current reward.
As shown in figure 3.6, the first step in this method is to initialize Q value of the dot product
of all states in the state space and all actions in the action space arbitrarily (initializing them
to zero is also an option in other sources [78, 68]) i.e initializing the Q table. The Q value
of the terminal state/states are set to zero, regardless what action is associated with them. For
each episode, the environment should be reset to get the beginning state. For each step in the
episode, the agent does the following sub-steps in order. First, the agent chooses an action
given its state and based on the policy. This policy µ(a|s) is followed to choose actions and
accordingly the pair Q(S,A) to be updated 3.8. The next step is to execute this action in the
environment and observe the reward and the new state S’ based on the action taken. Then, the
agent adds the reward acquired and the difference between this Q value and next Q value based
on the observed new state. Choosing the next Q value is based on the policy π(a|s) which is in
this example,
π(a|s) = maxaQ(S ′, a) (3.10)
The current state is then updated to the new state. This is done for each step and until the
agent reaches terminal state. Therefore, one of Q table’s entries is updated at each step. The
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agent keeps on repeating in episodic fashion until convergence. Convergence is met when the
difference between Q value Q(S t, At) and the updated Q value Q(S t+1, At+1) for all Q values is
less than a small positive number.
Q-Learning is the chosen method for our proposed model. There are some modifications added
to tailor this method to our problem.
Chapter 4
Environment
In this chapter, the model of the smart city environment and its dynamics are mathematicallydescribed and the design of the simulator is presented. The simulator is implemented in
Python and used to test and validate the algorithms (Chapter 5).
4.1 Simulators
There have been a number of efforts on developing IoT simulators in the past ten years [17,
26, 56, 40]. The focus of much of the research and algorithms around Cloud Computing,
Edge Computing, and IoT has been directed towards developing the network’s architecture and
its dataflow. Researchers make use of simulators since it is often difficult to access physical
servers and data centers to validate and evaluate their proposals. The CloudSim project [17]
originated to simulate cloud computing environments and has been the core of many other
projects, including as part of an IoT simulator with the basic elements of cloud computing
[17]. Other extensions of CloudSim have emerged, each focusing on developing one feature to
aid solving certain problems. Some of those problems included adding heterogeneous nodes
to edge computing computing environments, provisioning VM/container technologies, incor-
porate security-related issues, and orchestrating services/tasks in the system.
IoTNetSim is another Java-based platform that provide IoT end-to-end services [73]. It allows
researchers to create heterogeneous nodes in cloud, fog, and edge layers with details like mo-
bility, energy, etc. It also supports different connectivity and network models. This project
focuses mainly on applications of IoT systems. The platform supports privacy and security in
nodes and during data transfer.
Even though there exist a number of simulators that tackle different problems, none of them
have all the basic elements and different characteristics of cloud, fog, and edge computing
joined [54]. Based on a review and experimentation with some of the existing simulators,
we chose to design a simulator that is tailored to have smart city characteristics relevant to
our work. In IoT systems, many tasks are generated from edge devices where users originate
requests or activities. Those tasks can be executed by any processing entity connected to the
same network where the requester is. In a smart city, the management system could request
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tasks to monitor or control IoT devices deployed in the city. Those tasks are typically generated
by the cloud. None of the proposed simulators have features for generating tasks exclusively for
management purposes. Those tasks have dependencies that should be taken into consideration
when allocating tasks in order to ensure their execution and to minimize delays.
4.2 Simulator Characteristics
In this subsection, elements and dynamics of a smart city model is presented and this forms
the basis for the simulator. The infrastructure of this model can be categorized into the follow-
ing layers: cloud layer, edge data center layer, edge devices layer, and IoT devices layer. Both
cloud and edge data center layers have enormous processing entities and other resources. Since
generated tasks have dependencies that require real-time data from the IoT devices layer, com-
munication delay is an important consideration. The devices in the edge layer are generally the
closest devices to data collection from sensors in the IoT layer and with processing capabilities
they are the entities to execute tasks with real-time or time-sensitive constraints.
4.2.1 Nodes
The building block of this simulator is the node. We assume that it has communication capabil-
ities that enable it to connect to other nodes. Each node has its own unique ID which indicates
its type in the simulator. The following types of nodes are included in the simulator.
• A Cloud node represents the computational facilities in data centers with resources-rich
servers that can handle computationally expensive tasks. However, communication de-
lay plays a great role in dropping many delay sensitive tasks due to cloud’s multi-hops
distance from user layer.
• Edge Data Center is a cloud-like node that is closer to user layer. It is a resources-rich
node compared to edge devices, but we assume that it has less computational capabilities
than a cloud node. With edge data centers nearer to sensors and edge devices, edge data
centers can serve delay-sensitive tasks successfully if they are not loaded.
• Broker is an edge data center which runs a management system. This system would
include the management systems, including the monitoring components and the algo-
rithms for resource allocation of tasks. Designing an intelligent agent in the broker for
orchestrating tasks requires monitoring of node operations.
• Edge Device is the closest computing node to the IoT layer which is best suitable for
delay-sensitive tasks. Unlike cloud and edge data centers, it is resources-constrained
node which may fail in executing computationally heavy tasks. Edge devices are avail-
able in abundance, and are heterogeneous in capabilities and characteristics.
• IoT device is a device that is deployed on sidewalks, in buildings, in subways and around
the city. IoT devices like sensors and actuators collect real-time data and execute actions
on the environment as ordered by management system.
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Figure 4.1: System architecture.
The set of nodes N consist of nodes of different types.
N = NC ∪ NEDC ∪ NED ∪ NIoT (4.1)
where NC,NEDC,NED, and NIoT are sets of cloud nodes, edge data center nodes, edge device
nodes, and IoT device nodes respectively. Nodes are connected by a link, which represents
wired or wireless connection between nodes.
L = l1, l2, l3, ..., lm (4.2)
where, l1 =< ni, n j, B > (4.3)
where the set of links L in the system has m number of links and a link li represents a pair
of nodes ni and n j connected in the network with bandwidth B. Each link has a bandwidth B
which is used to calculate communication delays.
After introducing these two basic elements in the environment, the environment of a smart city
system can be defined as a pair of nodes and links:
E =< N, L, b > (4.4)
where, N is the set of nodes, L is a set of links, and b is a broker, it is a node in N.
Figure 4.1 graphically illustrates a smart city environment. The cloud node is at the rightmost
in the Figure and is connected to a set of edge data centers. Edge data centers, which are in
the second right column, represent distributed data centers that are connected to each other,
to the cloud, and to the lower layer (edge devices layer). The same applies to the remaining
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two layers (edge devices and IoT devices). We are assuming that cloud node is not connected
directly to devices in the IoT layer, instead it is connected by at least one intermediate node.
Edge devices and edge data centers can be described as intermediate nodes. The broker which
is located in the edge data center layer, is connected to all nodes. There is one broker which is
responsible of one region which represents one city. As this is an initial model. we have only
assumed a single broker, but the model could be scaled to have multiple networks and multiple
brokers in a city. This is beyond the scope of this research.
4.2.2 Tasks
Tasks are requests that are generated by end users, by applications and by the management
layer and require resources to be executed. Each type of the the aforementioned nodes, except
the ones in the IoT layer, is suitable to execute tasks with specific characteristics. Tasks have
the following characteristics:
• Maximum delay tolerance is the maximum delay this task can face and still successfully
execute. Critical tasks which need to be executed in a short time, have low maximum
delay tolerance. This time starts when the task is generated. This task need to be fully
executed before this delay is exceeded to ensure successful execution.
• Length is the number of instruction that should be executed to finish this task. Time to
execute a task depends on task’s length and MIPS of the executor.
• Min PE is the minimum number of processing entities required to execute this task.
• Min storage is the minimum storage size required for this task or its results to be saved
in a virtual machine; it is in GBs.
• Min RAM is the minimum RAM memory size (in GBs) required for this task to execute.
• Dependencies is a list of IoT the devices that must be read, i.e., to get data from the
device, required for this task to execute.
• Steadiness indicates if this task requires multiple readings from its dependent devices.
Tasks with certain characteristics become important in allocation:
• A Computationally heavy task is one where the task execution’s length exceeds a thresh-
old in the projected number of instructions to execute; in our simulation this is set at 5
billion instructions. Continuous tasks are considered to be computationally heavy tasks
as well.
• Delay-sensitive task is a task where the maximum delay tolerance for the task falls below
a threshold; in our simulation this is set at 2 seconds.
Computationally heavy tasks are best allocated in cloud or edge data centers, because both
nodes have multiple virtual machines (VMs) and occupying some of them for a relatively
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Figure 4.2: Task timeline
long time does not affect the node’s performance. On the contrary, allocating those tasks to
nodes with relatively limited resources, like edge devices, might result in failure to execute
such tasks because of insufficient resources. It will also increase the chance of dropping delay
sensitive tasks that are best allocated in these nodes. Delay sensitive tasks are easily dropped
if task lifetime exceeds its maximum delay tolerance. That is why many delay-sensitive tasks
fail to execute in nodes with high communication delay when reaching IoT devices for task
dependencies if any.
There are mainly two types of delays that are created by tasks. First is the input-output delays,
which is the time needed to get its dependencies. Along with that, there may be unexpected
network traffic while requesting dependencies’ readings that will lead to extra delay. The
second type of delay is the time needed to execute this task i.e. computation delay. Although
tasks can be generated by any node connected to the system, we are focusing on tasks that are
generated by the cloud node only. Tasks may be generated to control and manage aspects of
the system as well as to carry out computations on data from sensors, filtering, etc.. Other tasks
may be generated for data inquiry, monitor, and operate IoT devices. Some tasks are complex
and have many dependencies and requirements that needs to be fulfilled prior to execution. We
are considering that all types of tasks are generated by a cloud node, yet it is possible for our
system to handle tasks generated in any connected node. Then, nodes may execute this task
locally or forward it to the broker to orchestrate it to the appropriate node where it will be
executed.
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As shown in the previous timeline (Figure 4.2), task’s life starts when it is generated in the
cloud node. Exactly then, the timer for maximum delay tolerance begins the ”ticktock”. After
generation, the task is immediately sent to the broker. Then, the broker will orchestrate this
task according to the orchestration algorithm. The task will then reside in the virtual machine’s
queue and wait for its turn. When the task is popped from queue, it starts executing the task
unless it prematurely fails. Once the execution is done and whether it is successfully executed
or not, the task’s result will return to the broker. The broker passes its result to the cloud node.
4.2.3 Virtual Machine Characteristics
We assume that tasks can be executed in nodes that have virtual machines e.g. cloud, edge data
center, and edge devices. We assume that virtual machines are defined as in Subsection 2.1.2
with the following characteristics:
V M =< PE,RAM, S torage,MIPS > (4.5)
where PE is number of processing entities, RAM and S torage are short-term RAM memory
(GB) and storage (GB) respectively, and MIPS is how fast this virtual machine execute in-
structions at a time, i.e. million instructions per second.
These characteristics represent the virtual machine’s share of resources. Clearly, total resources
of a virtual machine in one node cannot exceed node’s resources. Generated tasks are for-
warded to virtual machines in nodes that will actually execute them. We assume that a virtual
machine can execute one task at a time and that if a virtual machine is sent more than one task
at a time, subsequent tasks are queued in the virtual machine’s queue. Tasks will be executed in
virtual machines, therefore we are taking virtual machine’s resources in consideration instead
of node’s resources.
4.2.4 Environment Characteristics
In some simulators, all tasks are generated before the simulation starts which makes the or-
chestration job straightforward since quantity and rate of tasks are known beforehand. In this
case, tasks are sorted based on their importance and traffic congestion is not considered. That
is not the case in real systems. In dynamic task orchestration, tasks are generated while the
system is running. The simulation manager has no idea about the tasks’ quantity and rate and
should adapt over time. We assume that tasks arrive randomly based on a Poisson distribution
[67, 13]. Whenever a task is generated, it is sent to the broker node. The broker node executes
the task orchestration algorithm where it allocates tasks to registered virtual machines.
In distributed systems, the load balancing problem can be addressed in two different general
approaches. First, there is static load balancing. One approach for it [67] explained it as, nodes
will offload their tasks to a predefined neighbour node/nodes. This could also be done in two
ways. The first is a deterministic offloading mapping which assigns one neighbour node to
each node for offloading in case of overloading. A second approach is probabilistic offloading
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which maps multiple neighbour nodes to each node. In case of overloading, the node offloads to
neighbour node A with probability of x and to neighbour node B with probability of 1-x, if it had
two assigned neighbours. Nevertheless, neighbour nodes could be overloaded as well. Since
current status of neighbour nodes is not taken into consideration, this load balancing type is not
efficient. The second approach is dynamic load balancing which takes into consideration the
status of all nodes. Therefore, tasks are offloaded from overloaded nodes to less-loaded nodes
only [67]. Despite the complexity of this approach and the continuous monitoring required, it
is more flexible.
In our simulation, the term ”task orchestration” is used instead of ”task offloading”, because
the decision of task assignment is made by one node (broker). As described earlier, we assume
that tasks are generated by the cloud node but can be executed in many nodes; the allocation of
a task to a node is determined by the broker.
4.3 Simulation Settings
In the following, we outline the behavior of the simulator by walking through one run cycle.
4.3.1 Initialization
First, nodes are initialized with resources and virtual machines associated with them are cre-
ated. All communication connections between nodes are established and then the broker node
is created. The broker has a record of all nodes and their characteristics, connections, and reg-
istered virtual machines. Then, a list of different classes of tasks is created to be the source for
tasks sampling.
This list of task classes contains delay sensitive, computationally heavy tasks and tasks that are
neither delay sensitive nor heavy. Some tasks require more than one processor to execute its
instructions in parallel. Others require large storage size in order to be executed. Each task
class in this list has a ratio which determines its portion of total generated tasks. For example,
generated tasks will be 10% of class A, 30% of class B, 40% of class C, and 20% of class D.
Each type of task has a Boolean ”steadiness” value which represents whether this type of task
needs steady and verified IoT readings. Steadiness means that one reading of an IoT device
is not enough to serve this type of task, and multiple readings must be obtained. Lastly, there
are the dependencies which is required by a class of task. Dependencies could be the sensors
that a task depends on for readings and/or results of previously executed tasks. To lower the
communication delays caused by requests for data from those dependencies, tasks are best
located as near as possible to all of their dependencies. Results of executed tasks are saved in
the nodes where they were executed for as long as the task request to be saved or for a period
set by the node. Therefore, if task of class A depends on the result of task of class B and task
of class B was executed in node x, then task of class A is best located in node x or in a node
that is close to node x. Nevertheless, other types of tasks with unmentioned characters can be
added with few modifications needed.
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4.3.2 Task Generation
The next step in the simulation cycle is task generation. Tasks are generated randomly at
an initialized rate at the beginning of the simulation. Simulation duration is also initialized
then. These settings help with making experiments finite and repeatable. They do not change
throughout cycles.
Parallel running threads best simulate a fog computing network with multiple nodes. Each
node executes multiple tasks at the same time, communicates with other nodes, communicates
with broker, and more at a time. Virtual machine run in parallel with each other, in order
to simulate utilizing links and occupying resources of all virtual machine at the same time.
Simultaneously, all virtual machines in all nodes start running, waiting for tasks to execute. The
VMs execute tasks and communicate with other nodes in the case that the current running task
requires an IoT device’s stream of real-time data or to communicate with other nodes. When the
broker determines a virtual machine to execute a task, the broker sends the task to this virtual
machine’s node that will in turn assign it to the virtual machine. All actions that take place in
nodes and through links take time and that time is simulated by putting a thread to sleep or by
a timer. Therefore, these actions actually takes time to be done. Sending and receiving tasks,
requesting and responding to real-time data, forwarding requests and generating responses are
actions that utilize links. When data is transferred through a link, it is sent to the designated
destination after a computed communication delay. As previously noted, utilizing bandwidth




2: Initialize OrchAlgorithms with standard Orchestration Algorithms
3: for iteration← 1, numberO f Repetitions do
4: for i← 1, sizeO f (OrchAlgorithms) − 1 do
5: resetS ystem()
6: runNodes()





Algorithm 1 presents part of the main procedure, where the run is repeated for a number of
times, each run is using different kind of orchestration algorithm (the specific orchestration
algorithms used for benchmarks are explained in Chapter 6). At each run, the parameters are
saved for comparison purposes. At first, the broker callsthe resetSystem function, where the
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system is reset by clearing all parameters of the broker object. After that, the function runNodes
starts all the virtual machines in nodes to run in parallel so that they are ready to receive tasks. It
is noteworthy to mention that along with parallel run of virtual machines, nodes run in parallel
as well in order to run the communication system of the node. The communication system in
broker receives returned tasks from all virtual machines in nodes. Then, the broker will start
running based on a given orchestration algorithm, at certain start time, for a given simulation
duration e.g. 1000 ms. Finally, the system kills all its virtual machines and stops running.
Performance measurements are taken after this step.
Algorithm 2 Broker Run
1: procedure brokerRun(orchAlgorithm, startTime, simuDuration)
2: task ← getNextTask()
3: while task is not NULL and currentTime ≤ startTime + simulationDuration do
4: chosenVirtualMachine← directTask(task)
5: sendTask(task, chosenVirtualMachine)





The run procedure in the broker is described by Algorithm 2. First, a task is obtained by
getNextTask function. This function checks if any task has been received; it returns with NULL
if end time is reached (startTime + simulationDuration). In most cases, tasks are queued up
and this function adopts the first come first serve strategy. Then, the broker keeps on repeating
the following steps as long as there is new task and until the end of the simulation duration.
It receives the chosen registered virtual machine based on the given orchestration algorithm.
After that it calls the procedure that takes both the task and the chosen virtual machine and
sends the task to that virtual machine. In this simulator, the task is sent to the node where the
chosen virtual machine is, after a calculated communication delay. This is done by a timer
thread in Python [1]. This timer initiates a thread to call a function after a computed delay,
once the function execution is done it terminates. For example, this timer calls a function that
sends the task to a node, after the computed communication delay. Then, the broker gets the
next task and repeats this loop. As mentioned earlier, the communication system of the broker
is working in parallel with this run. The other thread simulate sending tasks and receiving their
results. Received results in the broker are returned to the cloud node. To make sure all actions
are done before the simulation ends, all timer threads created during run time are saved before
ending the run. After finishing the simulation, in line 8 the broker waits for all responses from
all nodes, and until number of returned tasks is the same of the directed ones . After logging
history of the simulation in files, success ratio η is calculated and printed out as in line 9. The
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where αT is the number of successfully executed tasks and βT is the number of failed tasks. In
this simulator, task execution could fail and accordingly be dropped for one of the following
reasons,
• the chosen virtual machine for a task does not have sufficient resources. For example,
when the broker follows round robin algorithm for tasks’ orchestration, it focuses only
on balancing the load. Neglecting the heterogeneity of tasks and/or nodes results in
this kind of failure. It could also result from a weak monitoring system. As previously
mentioned, tasks may require minimum size of RAM, size of storage, and number of PE,
therefore if this task is orchestrated to a virtual machine with a resource (RAM, storage,
or PE) less than the requested minimum, this task fails.
• the task requested a reading from an unreachable device. That is the case when a task
requests reading from a device that is not connected to network for any reason.
• the maximum delay for a task is exceeded for delay sensitive tasks.
Algorithm 3 describes the run procedure in a virtual machine within the simulator. It first
fetches one of the tasks that is queued in its queue by getNextTask function. The virtual machine
is expected to run as long as it is not killed (status is active). Killing the virtual machine can
be controlled only by its node, it is killed when the defined simulation duration ends. When
the virtual machine is killed it stops executing tasks and returns all its resources to the node.
While active, the virtual machine first checks if it has sufficient resources to execute the task
by suffResources function. Second, it checks whether maximum delay tolerance for this task
is exceeded or not. Third, it gets all dependencies required by the task, if any. After passing
through all of these check points, it is now ready to ”execute” the task. This execution delay is
represented by thread sleep for that computed period of delay (computation is discussed further
in the next Chapter). Then, it records time taken to execute this task by calling the function
ended in task object. Finally, the virtual machine saves results of this task for future tasks if
needed, and sends the results back to the broker. It is worth noting that instead of setting the
thread to sleep, the virtual machine can call a function to actually execute the task and get
actual results. This will not affect its performance.
After defining tasks’ characteristics and timeline, and the environment’s characteristics and
dynamics, now we have an idea about the complexity of this system. Considering all de-
tails regarding tasks, nodes, etc, orchestrating tasks is a complicated problem. Reinforcement
Learning orchestration algorithm may be a useful approach; we describe our algorithm in the
next Chapter.
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Algorithm 3 Virtual Machine Run
1: procedure vmRun()
2: task ← getNextTask()
3: while status is active do
4: if task is not NULL then
5: if suffResources(task) then
6: if not task.maxDelayExceeded() then
7: if hasDependencies(task) then
8: respond ← NULL
9: respond ← getTaskDependencies(task)
10: end if
11: if not hasDependencies(task) or respond is not NULL then
12: processingDelay = task.length /MIPS



















Proposed RL Orchestration Agent
In this chapter, we will introduce the RL orchestration agent (algorithm) which will be respon-sible for orchestrating tasks to suitable nodes and virtual machines. In order to formulate
this complex environment for an RL agent, the formulation should include all characteristics
of the nodes, links, virtual machines and tasks. It is also important to make sure that the state
space does not grow exponentially as the system grows. Like this problem, there are many ap-
plications of reinforcement learning that need feature engineering to enhance the formulation
of an environment [70]. Feature engineering helps with representing raw data from the envi-
ronment as higher level abstractions. It requires extra hand tuning, but can result in making the
representation of the environment concise, yet contain all important features.
5.1 Feature Engineering
We focused on a virtual machine’s characteristics in the model instead of node’s characteristics
because task execution depends on the status of the assigned virtual machine and not the node
itself. In order to get all virtual machines’ characteristics, we need to have a monitoring system
in the broker. This monitoring system records virtual machines’ resources (MIPS, RAM, stor-
age, processing elements) when they register with the broker. In our simulation, nodes register
their profile (ID, node type, and their resources) and virtual machines profile (resources) to the
broker at the beginning of the simulation. If a node registers multiple virtual machines where
those resources exceed the node’s resources, then the monitoring system will raise an error.
In a real systems, virtual machines resources cannot exceed its node resources. This monitor-
ing system also updates the load on those virtual machines whenever a new task arrives. It
updates the node’s information on the number and length of remaining tasks in all registered
virtual machines’ queues, in order to monitor and update their load. Monitoring helps with
recording an updated representation of the system. The following parameters are introduced to
better represent tasks, virtual machines characteristics and their nodes’ type as recorded by the
monitoring system.
Waiting delay (DW), which was mentioned previously, is essential to represent the load on
the virtual machine. The recorded load of a virtual machine may change according to an
36
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unexpected waiting time due to network traffic and other delaying factors. It primarily depends







where j is the number of tasks in the queue of virtual machine x, tli is the length of task i and
MIPS x is the MIPS of virtual machine x. Note that this parameter does not take into consider-
ation delays due to input-output; we have adopted this as a simplification for the current work.
It is a load measurement for virtual machine.
The other important parameter is the computation delay/processing delay (DP), which depends
on the current requested task length and the virtual machine MIPS. If a heavy task is assigned
to an edge device, this value will be large and the RL agent will know its making a mistake. It
is an estimated value because there maybe external CPU interruptions during the execution of





This parameter has a value for each pair of virtual machines and tasks. Clearly, DP for task ≈
in virtual machines with faster processing elements is less than DP for the same task in virtual
machines with slower processing entities. It is inversely proportional with virtual machine’s
MIPS.
The last important parameter is the communication delay (DC), this delay depends on links,
path, and traffic between two nodes. Passing through each link causes delay, therefore the
fewer links a request is passing through, the less delay the request is facing. Typically, this
delay increases as the distance between node and IoT layer increases e.g. cloud nodes have
larger DC than edge nodes. In case of tasks not processing data from IoT devices in layer, this
parameter is set to its lowest value.
LD = DPR + DT + DQ (5.3)
each link simulates its communication delay LD by the three main components of delay. Prop-
agation delay (DPR) is the delay for each bit to travel in the link, it depends on the distance
between the sender and the receiver [37]. It is simulated as a small constant delay value, 10ms
for links connecting a cloud with other node and 5 ms for links connecting edge data centers
with other nodes other than the cloud. Those propagation delay constants are the tested average
delay based on [37]. Transmission delay (DT ) is delay for pushing all the packet bits into the





Queuing delay (DQ) is the delay that represents the links’ congestion. It usually affects the
link delay if the link is connecting cloud or edge data center to other nodes. Although the
bandwidth of the links connected to cloud are large, the number of packets travelling from and
to it may also be large. Nodes and links deployed in real systems are not exclusive for our smart
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city application. Since our smart city system is not the only system using those resources, the
queuing delay could increase and mainly depends on virtual machines share of network. That
is because it depends on the average arrival rate, average packet size, and bandwidth. Network
congestion may vary and may lead to an increase in the average arrival rate, which in turn will
increase the queuing delay.





where DCn,m is the communication delay between node n and node m, which is the sum of links’
delays that connect n and m. Whereas, the communication delay for a requested task (node-to-
sensor) also depends on the tasks’ steadiness, number of requested readings, and current link






where the scalar 2 represents the request and response, and rT represents the number of sensor
readings requested by this task. While sT represents the Boolean value of steadiness for task
T. If the task needs steadiness, then each reading is requested k times for verification, k is
determined by the task. The links from node n to the IoT devices (for acquiring readings) is
requested from the broker. The broker finds the path from this node to the IoT layer and sends
an array of links back to the node. This path is important to calculate the communication delay
and to simulate utilizing those links in the time of sending request.
It is not practical to present the task’s minimum requirements along with all registered virtual
machines’ characteristics for every time a task arrives. The RL orchestration agent should
know how to check those characteristics at each step in order to eliminate the ones that do
not have sufficient resources before making a decision. For the agent to learn how to prevent
one of the failure reasons, which are presented in section 4.3. Therefore, sufficient resources
parameter (s fx,T) is introduced as an indicator to indicate if a virtual machine x can execute a
task T.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm to Determine Sufficient Resources
1: hasSufficientResources(x, T)
2: if (x.MIPS >= T.MIPS & x.RAM >= T.RAM &
(x.storage − x.storageCurrentUsage) >= T.storage) then
3: s fx,T ← True
4: else
5: s fx,T ← False
6: end if
7: return s fx,T
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This algorithm takes a virtual machine x and a task T and returns a Boolean value. Checking
the current free space of virtual machine’s storage is important to make sure that there is space
to store the task until its turn.
The last parameter introduced indicates how close the node is to a task’s dependencies. In case
of an IoT reading dependency, one-hop away is the closest distance possible. Since IoT de-
vices are assumed to have limited computing capabilities and the closest node with computing
capability is an edge device. In case of a task depending on another task, the closest distance
possible is zero-hops away, where another task is allocated to the same node. However, in
many cases there is more than one dependency. For simplicity in this system, the node which
is close to 50% or more of a task dependencies is considered as close.
The features/parameters of a virtual machine or of a pair of virtual machine and task, represent





which are floating values, will be digitized based on dynamic classes. Those classes depend on
the history of records (R). Whenever a new value is recorded it is added to the array of records
(R). R stores the last 100 records only, that is to discard old records. A dynamic class is a class
in which the upper and lower limits change based on R. The median (m2) of R divides the array
into two classes. Another median (m1) in the first sub-array and a third one (m3) in the second
sub-array divides R into four classes. The first class in which the limits are minimum of R and
m1 is shaded in yellow in figure 5.1. While the second, third, and forth classes are shaded in
orange, green, and blue respectively. Figure 5.2 shows the new class limits after adding one
element (one record).
Figure 5.1: Dynamic classing for a an array
with 13 elements.
Figure 5.2: Dynamic classes after adding one
element
Using this classification, the agent is able to cope with most situations. Whether the delay
recorded is 10−4 or 5 seconds, the classification will differentiate between them in according
to the system delay range. Dynamic classes should be better than static classes in adapting to
different and updated situations. Since R is holding only last most recent records, the grouping
is fitting with current status of the network. System delays will have the index of which class
they belong to, instead of the actual float value of the delay. Therefore, the delay space is of
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size four, which is finite. We only consider four classes in our current work which seems to be
sufficiently general; having more than four classes is something to consider in the future.
To summarize, when the agent gets a task to orchestrate, it will try to match it with best virtual




n,t, s fx,t and clx,t. By that,
all variables of the virtual machine, and some variables of the current task are included. There
are two important task variables that are not yet included which are: heaviness of a task T.hv
and/or delay sensitivity of a task T.ds.
5.2 RL Components
The main components of the RL orchestration algorithm are described in this section. Design-
ing the model for the agent is important because it directly affects the agent’s learning. The
reward function plays a vital role in the learning process as well.
5.2.1 States
At each step, the agent will get a new task to orchestrate, and updated parameters for all reg-
istered virtual machines. The agent chooses a virtual machine or this task. Although in most
RL applications the agent gets one observation at each time step, it is not the case in this
problem. Here, and in other optimization problems, the agent receives multi-observations
and should choose one action at each time step. Therefore, the model can be described as
a multi-observations single-state (MOSS) model. One observation φx,T is comprised of the







n,T, s fx,T, clx,T,T.hv,T.ds
〉
(5.7)
and a state at a step will look like,
sst =
[
φx1,T , φx2,T , φx3,T , . . . , φxn,T
]
(5.8)
where sst is the state at step st, x1 is the first registered virtual machine, and xn is the last
registered virtual machine. Having one state that concatenates all these observations is not
practical since the state space will be of size 1024n and the size of a state will be 7n, where n
is the number of registered virtual machines. The number of registered virtual machines may
also change from time to time due to nodes leaving and joining the network, and the size of
state cannot be dynamic. Virtual machines may be unavailable if their nodes are disconnected
from the network, for example: edge device running out of energy or losing connectivity.
Additionally, it is not efficient because the number of registered virtual machines can be very
large, especially in large systems like smart cities. This is one of the reasons for using the
MOSS model. In a MOSS model, the size of φ is 7 and the size of the observations space Φ is
limited to 1024. At each step, the agent learns about observations φ rather than the state itself.
Therefore, instead of having a table of Q values of pairs of state and action, we will have a
table of observations φ.
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At each step the agent will choose one virtual machine, a virtual machine status is described in
one observation φ. Therefore, the agent is choosing the best observation. If this action returns
the maximum reward possible, the rest of observations will be updated as non-preferable ac-
tions. As a result, n updates are done at one step. This mimics the behaviour of a cooperative
multi-agent model in RL [80], where multiple updates are done at each time step. However,
this model takes one action at a time. Figure 5.3 graphically represent one step in the MOSS
model, where the agent receives multiple observations φ(n) at each step. The agent takes an
action that affects the environment and receives a reward accordingly. Therefore, at each step,











Figure 5.3: Suggested MOSS model
This algorithm derives features out of the environment’s state to formulate the agent’s state. As
mentioned earlier, the state of the agent will be represented by multiple observations and one
new task. Due to that, a step in this model depends on the arrival of a new task. The time gap
between two tasks in real-systems can be 1 ms or 10 min, and therefore the agent updates the
models’ parameters at each step. A change in the environment which occurs due to the agent’s
action should be observed in order to decide the reward that should be given.
After extracting features from the new task, parameters of the environment are updated. To
update those parameters, we have to check parameters of all registered virtual machines. This
is the only step that depends directly on the number of virtual machines in the system, it is O(n).
After constructing the observation of a virtual machine, it is added to the table of observations
if it is observed for the first time. It is also obvious that this new observation should be added to
the Q table with initial value of 0. Once the agent updates all virtual machines’ characteristics,
it will return with a state that represents the whole system.
Usually states are initialized with all variations possible in the state space and in the Q table
with Q value of zero. Due to the nature of the system, not all variations of characteristics in
observations are valid. That is, the virtual machines with lowest waiting, communication, and




x,T in the lowest delay class, do not exist. Therefore,
as the agent encounters a new observation, it will add it to the observation and Q table. Obser-
vations in the observations table are not associated with a particular virtual machine. Instead,
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Algorithm 5 get state function pseudo code
1: Function Name: get state()
2: Takes: task
3: Returns: state
4: if task then
5: initialize state as an empty list
6: length← task.getLength()
7: hv← task.isHeavy()
8: ds← task.isDelayS ensitive()
9: for vm← vm0, vmn do
10: DW ← vm.getWaitingDelay()
11: updateEWDRecords(DW)
12: DW ← digitize(DW , EWDRecords)
13: DP ← length/vm.getMIPS ()
14: updateEPDRecords(DP)
15: DP ← digitize(DP, EPDRecords)
16: DC ← getCommunicationDelay(vm, task)
17: updateECDRecords(DC)
18: DC ← digitize(DC, ECDRecords)
19: cl← isClose(vm.getNode(), task)
20: s f ← haveS u f f icientResources(vm, task)
21: φ← (DW ,DP,DC, cl, s f , hv, ds)
22: if φ not in Φ then
23: add φ to Φ
24: add φ to Q table with value = 0
25: end if
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an observation is a character of any virtual machine associated with a character of a task. The
observation φ can represent the character(status) of virtual machine A with task t1 at step st,
and can represent the character of virtual machine B with task t1 at step st + 1. That is the case
if virtual machine B at step st + 1 had the exact same characteristics of virtual machine A at
step st.
5.2.2 Actions
The agent follows the epsilon greedy policy for taking actions µ(a|s). At first, the agent takes
random actions to explore the environment. At each step the exploration rate decays by a
decay factor θ. Gradually, the agent starts using its gained knowledge. After 1
θ
steps, the agent
depends fully on its own experience. The experience of the agent lies in its Q table.
5.2.3 Reward
As previously mentioned, the broker is always listening to receive results of the orchestrated
tasks. The agent is rewarded with a positive signal only if the task’s execution succeeded. A
task’s execution succeeds if did not fail for any of the previously mentioned reasons, and its
result was generated and sent back to the requested node successfully. Otherwise, if the task
fails, the agent gets a punishment for orchestrating it to an unsuitable virtual machine. In some
cases, tasks fail because of reasons beyond the agent’s control. For simplicity and because our




−1, if Tst failed.
1, if Tst succeeded.
10, if Tst succeeded and ast = Ast
(5.9)
where Tst is the task at step st, ast is the action taken by the agent and Ast is the best action
at step st. The agent commonly obtain a reward of 1 or a punishment of -1 after each step,
therefore that will be its scale for reward-punishment. But, there are two positive signals given
to the agent if the task succeeded. If the success is associated with choosing the best action,
then it gets a big reward. Whenever the agent acquires a reward of 10, it will always seek
for it since it is 10 times better than the good reward, 1. The best action is choosing the best
observation. From the optimization perspective, it is choosing the best combination of task and
executor (virtual machine). Because at each step there is one task, then the agent is choosing
the most suitable virtual machine. To design the function of the best action at each step Ast, Ω
is used as array of weights to scale the importance of each characteristic.
Ω = [ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3] (5.10)




x , and clx,T respectively. As for our
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design of task types, the following represent the characteristic weights depending on task type.
Ω =

[2, 2, 2, 1] , if Tst is delay sensitive and heavy.
[1, 3, 2, 1] , if Tst is not delay sensitive but heavy.
[3, 1, 2, 1] , if Tst is delay sensitive but not heavy.
[1, 1, 1, 1] , if Tst is neither delay sensitive nor heavy.
(5.11)
In using these weights, for a heavy task, the agent weights the processing time more than any
other criteria. Whereas for a delay sensitive task, the agent considers the communication delay
to be more important than other characteristics. In other words, the agent should consider
the communication delay three times more important than the processing delay for a delay
sensitive task.









The score of each virtual machine for T scx,T is calculated by equation 5.12. If a virtual machine
does not have all sufficient resources to execute T s fx,T, then its score will be zero. As stated
earlier, s fx,T holds a Boolean value. After discriminating the characteristics using their weights,
they are added up to a final score. The higher the score, the more suitable this virtual machine
is for T.
S cst = [scx0, scx1, . . . , scxn] (5.13)
Ast = max (S cst) (5.14)
The best action possible at step st is choosing the virtual machine with the highest score among
all virtual machines. This way the agent seeks to choose the best virtual machine at all times
to get the maximum reward possible.
5.3 Learning Process
The learning process in RL is represented by repeating the cycle of observing state, taking
action, and gaining a reward accordingly. Immediately after gaining a reward, the agent updates
its Q entries for the observed Φ.
To gain preliminary knowledge about the environment, the agent will not learn about the value
of each encountered φ at the beginning. Instead, the agent will learn only about the system
delay ranges for the first five episodes. This is an important step to properly classify system
delays (DW , DC, and DP). Without it, the agent will mis-classify delays and will evaluate the φ
based on wrongly initialized classifications.
As formally stated, the agent moves from step to step when a new task arrives, and the reward
signal for the agent depends on the orchestrated task’s result. This means that at each step the
agent should be halted until the task is executed and returned. Meanwhile, new tasks could
arrive and accumulate in the broker’s queue waiting to be orchestrated. Due to some tasks’
delay sensitivity, they will fail to execute even before orchestration if we follow this approach.
This is the motive for delaying the updating step until the end of the episode. Delaying it does
not affect the learning process, yet it is necessary to keep the simulation run as it does in real
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systems. Therefore, updating the Q table entries for the observed Φ can be delayed until the
agent gets the feedback it needs. Delaying the update means that each step will consist of
observing a state and taking action only. If task execution is finished and its result returned
to the broker in time, then the update will be done in place. Otherwise, the agent will save
all parameters needed to do the update later i.e. the agent will save this experience. At each
step, the agent will check if a previously orchestrated task has returned to perform the update.
Finally and before the episode ends, the agent will wait for all orchestrated tasks to return and
will finish the delayed update step for all saved experiences. This way, the structure of the
simulation will not affect the learning process.
Some components of φ depend on the agent’s behaviour. For example, DW for a virtual machine
might increase if the agent choose to assign a task to it. Therefore, it is a dependent component.
On the other hand, other components like the next task’s characteristics are independent of the
agent’s behaviour. Therefore, the next Q value in the update function is replaced by an average
of the possible next observations excluding the independent components. The following update
function is used to update the value of the chosen φ,
Q[s[a]]← Q[s[a]] + α (r + γ (AvgNextQ − Q[s[a]])) (5.15)
where α is the learning rate, r is the immediate reward the agent gets, and γ is the discount factor
which is used to reduce the importance of future rewards comparing to immediate reward. s[a]
is the chosen φ and AvgNextQ is the average of the possible next observations. It is similar to
update function in Q learning. Whereas the following function is used to update the omitted
φs,
Q[φ]← Q[φ] + (αr) (5.16)
where the value of the omitted φs is updated negatively (r will be -1) only if the agent choose
the best option. If the chosen action is the best, then all other actions are non-preferable.
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Algorithm 6 Learning process
1: initialize α, γ, ε, epsilon decay, n episodes, and episodes score
2: randomly initialize DW ,DC, and DP classi f ications
3: runNodes()
4: for i← 0, n episodes do
5: done← False
6: episode score← 0
7: resetS ystem()
8: task ← getNextTask()
9: s← get state()
10: a← choose action(s, ε)
11: while not done do
12: s , r, done← step(s, a)
13: if i > 4 then
14: if r is None then
15: AvgNextQ← getAvgNextQ(s [a])
16: saveExp(α, γ, task, s, a, AvgNextQ)
17: else
18: episode score← episode score + r
19: AvgNextQ← getAvgNextQ(s [a])
20: Q[s[a]]← Q[s[a]] + α (r + γ (AvgNextQ − Q[s[a]]))
21: if r = 10 then
22: for φ← s[0], s[n − 1] do
23: if φ is not s[a] then







31: a← chooseaction(s, ε)
32: episode score← episode score + checkPreviousExp()
33: end while
34: while count of returned tasks != count of orchestrated tasks do
35: episode score← episode score + checkPreviousExp()
36: end while
37: add episode score to episodes score
38: ε ← ε − epsilon decay
39: if ε < 0 then





In the previous Chapters, the characteristics and dynamics of the model of our system are laidout, the approach for our Reinforcement Learning based orchestration method is presented,
and the methodology for the model is explained. In this Chapter, several experiments are
considered. The results of the proposed RL orchestration algorithm are compared to results
from benchmark algorithms for load balancing and resource allocation.
6.1 Results and Discussion
Because of resource limitations for running different simulations, the experiments are small
yet sufficient to demonstrate the concepts and models. In the current implementation of the
simulation all virtual machines in nodes and all IoT devices are running in parallel using a
thread for each. Additionally, the following experiments are run in a speed up mode. This
mode reduces all delays by a speed up factor S, which is initialized at the beginning of the
simulation. For example, a task that would normally take 2 minutes in real-time, would take
500ms in simulation with speed factor of 250. Speeding up is mainly used to reduce the time
gap between task generation in the simulation. It is beneficial for experimental purposes, it
helps with collecting performance measures and comparison in reasonable time.
As mentioned earlier, we consider a smart city to be a hierarchical system, therefore, number
of nodes in the cloud is lower than number of nodes in the edge data centers layer. Correspond-
ingly, the number of nodes in edge data centers layer is lower than number of nodes in the edge
devices layer. This scale is respected in all the tested experiments.
All experiment were conducted on a personal computer that has an i7 processor with 4 cores.
The software used was Visual Studio Code using the ANACONDA python compiler.
6.1.1 Experiment 1: Simple Hierarchy
In this test case, we have multiple nodes with multiple virtual machines in each of them. We
also have sensors as instances of IoT devices and reading of those sensors is essential to the
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completion of some tasks. In Table 6.1, the types and number of nodes are shown along with
number of virtual machines in each node. The connections between those nodes are described
by links in Table 6.2. Table 6.3 displays the source tasks list which is the source list from which
tasks for the simulation are sampled. Each column represents one of the task characteristics,
minimum requirements for task execution or this task class’s ratio of total generated tasks. The
characteristics represent in maximum delay this task can handle before failing, length of task,
and steadiness, which is a Boolean value to indicate whether or not this task needs multiple
readings for its dependencies. Minimum requirements represent the minimum resources, like
number of processing entities, RAM, and storage, that the task requires. Last, the ratio repre-
sents each class’s portion of the total generated tasks. It is used in all experiments. This list
is passed to the cloud node which is responsible for task generation in our smart city system.
Task generation depends on the task rate which is set as one of the simulation parameters, in
this case it is 1x10−2. Tasks generated in a cycle also depend on each cycle’s duration which is
set initially to 5000 seconds (this equates to approximately 25 seconds when the speed factor
is 250). The following equation shows how number of tasks is calculated based on tasks’ rate
and cycle duration.
nT = R.D (6.1)
where nT is the number of tasks that is expected to be generated in a single cycle. R and D
are tasks’ rate and cycle duration respectively. Table 6.4 provides the parameters used in the
simulation where R is set to 0.01 and D is set to 5000. Thus, number of expected tasks to be
generated is 50 tasks in each cycle. Although in real deployment, the system is not divided into
cycles, it is essential to do that in order to analyze and compare. The time gap between tasks is
determined by a Poisson random distribution with λ = 1R .
Table 6.1: Nodes and Virtual Machines in Experiment 1
Node type Node IDs Number of Number of virtual Total number
(starting from) nodes machines (each node) of virtual machines
cloud 100 1 6 6
edge data center 200 1 4 4
edge device 300 4 2 8
sensors 400 5 - -
Generally, benchmark algorithms are essential for evaluating any proposed algorithm. The
following are some of the standard load balancing and resources allocation algorithms used by
as benchmark by [56, 81, 33].
Round Robin is one of the famous standard load balancing algorithms typically used for cpu
scheduling for multiple processes. A similar approach is used to choose a virtual machine for
the next task. It assigns tasks to virtual machines by turns and in a circular order [86]. This
algorithm mainly fails because it considers that all nodes have similar characteristics and can
execute any task.
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Table 6.2: Links Description
from node type to node type bandwidth
cloud edge data center 70Gbps
edge data center edge data center 70Gbps
edge data center edge device 30Gbps
edge device edge device 10Gbps
edge device IoT device 10Gbps
Table 6.3: Source Task List
Type Max delay Length Min Min Min Ratio Steadiness Dependencies
tolerance(ms) (MI) PE RAM(GB) storage(GB)
A 1000 1500 1 1000 512 0.2 No [400,403]
B 750 500 1 512 1500 0.3 No [404]
C 5000 1000 1 265 2200 0.2 No [401,402,403]
D 50000 10000 1 512 2300 0.2 Yes [401]
E 20000 8000 2 512 2200 0.1 Yes [404,400]
To Cloud Only, is an orchestration algorithm to send tasks to the cloud only; a round robin
algorithm is used to constantly alternate between virtual machine in the cloud nodes. This
algorithm has high chance of dropping delay sensitive tasks because of communication delays
as mentioned earlier.
To Edge Data Center Only and To Edge Device Only, are two other algorithms similar to To
Edge Devices Only algorithm by choosing one type of node constantly. To Edge Data Center
Only algorithm has a good chance of dropping some delay sensitive tasks. Whereas To Edge
Devices Only algorithm might fail because it takes longer time in executing complex tasks,
which blocks delay sensitive tasks from being executed at its most suitable nodes in time.
Lowest Expected Waiting Time (lwt), is an algorithm proposed by us, that sends task to the vir-
tual machine with the lowest expected waiting time in queue. Expected waiting time depends
on the length of tasks in the virtual machine’s queue and virtual machine’s MIPS. Although this
algorithm consider the status of nodes, it mainly fails because it does not take tasks’ minimum
requirements into consideration.
Each of the mentioned orchestration algorithm is used to run the system for at least 100 cy-
cles for evaluation. Each cycle takes D seconds and generates nT tasks which are orches-
trated to registered virtual machines. Performance measurements are taken after each cycle
(referred to as repetition in Algorithm 1, line 3 in Section 4.4). Then the system is run using
a MOSS model. The result of the learning process of MOSS model is obvious in Figure 6.1.
Each episode in the learning process is one cycle. The model stops learning after a thousand
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episodes, then it is evaluated for 100 cycles. Those evaluation cycles start after the agent stops
exploring, the agent then is using its own experience.
Figure 6.1: Learning process of MOSS model in simple hierarchy ex-
periment.
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Figure 6.2: Performance comparison between benchmark algorithms and
proposed model in simple hierarchy experiment.
The performance of MOSS model is increasing as the exploration rate (blue line in Figure 6.1
is decreasing. The blue line represent the epsilon value throughout cycles. Epsilon’s value
remains zero after learning episodes, which indicates that the agent is using its knowledge to
make decision. This performance is preliminary and can be improved significantly by increas-
ing number of learning episodes. As shown in Figure 6.1, the score gained in each episode is
increasing proportionally with number of learning episodes. Meaning that, the learning did not
converge or approached to a convergence point and proves that improvement for this model did
not approach its end.
Figure 6.2 shows the mean of 100 cycles for each orchestration algorithm with the error range.
The performance of MOSS model’s 100 cycles is recorded after the learning episodes. It
illustrates that MOSS model is better in orchestration than the other benchmark algorithms.
MOSS model is 10% better than the best benchmark algorithm and 120% better than the worse
benchmark algorithm. Such increase in the performance indicates better load balancing in the
system.
6.1.2 Dynamic Approach
As mentioned earlier, the MOSS model can adapt the dynamic nature of this system, where
nodes join and leave the network. This could be a challenge in task orchestration without a
dynamic approach. Edge devices are the computing nodes which may leave the system without
prior notice and rejoin later on. They may leave due to connectivity issue, running out battery,
etc.. Although, IoT devices may also have connectivity disruption and battery limitations, they
do not have computing entities. Therefore, such nodes are not candidates for tasks execution.
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If they are disconnected for any reason, only tasks that depend on them will fail. If there is a
task depending on the results of a task that failed, this task will fail as well. That is because a
task with a missing dependency (whether it is a sensor reading or another task’s result) cannot
be executed.
The performance when running the system with cloud only algorithm for orchestration will not
be affected. The same applies for running the system with Edge Data Centers only algorithm.
Whereas, when using edge devices only algorithm for orchestration, the performance will drop
dramatically. The reason behind that is the stability of data centers and the dynamic nature of
edge devices. As shown in Figure 6.3, the success ratio dropped significantly comparing to
its performance without dynamic nodes, as in Figure 6.2. The performance of the simulation
with both round robin and LWT algorithm, have been affected slightly. That is because, if edge
device nodes are not available, tasks will have alternative candidates for execution. Figure 6.4
shows the performance of running the system with round robin algorithm. Whereas, Figure 6.5
shows it with LWT algorithm for orchestration.
Our model receives multiple observations at a step, each observation represents a virtual ma-
chine. Regardless the number of connected virtual machines at each step, this model should
always choose the most suitable machine to execute current task. Figure 6.6 represents the
record of number of registered (in red) and connected virtual machines (in blue) during simu-
lation. Nodes register their virtual machines when they join the system, and they are considered
connected if they are connected to network. In this test, edge device nodes consume battery
when they execute tasks. When a node’s battery becomes too weak, it essential leaves the sys-
tem; once it recharges, it can then rejoin. The recharge process is simulated as a 1 minute sleep
and resetting the battery level to 100%. During this process, all tasks waiting in the queue of
a disconnected node’s virtual machines will fail and return to the broker. The success ratio
is slightly affected due to the decrease of number of virtual machines. Table 6.6 includes the
success ratio of the simulation using various orchestration algorithms.
Table 6.6: Performance measures with varying orchestration algorithms
Orchestration Algorithm Success Ratio




6.1.3 Experiment 2: Complex Hierarchy
The second experiment is larger and more complex than the first one, since it has more nodes.
We have more virtual machines registered in our system as described in Table 6.7. We have also
increased tasks rate, which in turn increases number of tasks generated in each cycle as in Table
6.8. The characteristics of links connecting nodes follows the same design as in Experiment 1.
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of dynamic edge devices with to de-
vices only algorithm for tasks orchestration.
Figure 6.4: Simulation of dynamic edge devices with round
robin algorithm for tasks orchestration.
This experiment also inherits source task list from experiment 1 with few modifications with
the dependencies, since we have 10 sensors now.
As in experiment 1, all benchmark algorithms for tasks orchestration are tested for 100 cycles.
They are tested under the same conditions (as specified in Table 6.8). Clearly, those algorithms
do not need to train on the environment before testing, as they are not learning. The perfor-
mance of these orchestration algorithms is clear in Figure 6.7. The success ratio of the best
performing algorithm did not reach 0.4.
In this experiment, learning rate is varied along with number of learning episodes. As the learn-
ing rate decreases the agent needs more experience (more episodes) to learn well. Typically,
the agent needs more episodes to converge. Due to hardware limitations, we increased number
of learning episodes and decreased the epsilon decay rate to give the agent more time to learn,
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Figure 6.5: Simulation of dynamic edge devices with LWT
algorithm for tasks orchestration.
Table 6.7: Nodes and Virtual Machines in Experiment 2
Node type Node IDs Number of Number of virtual Total number
(starting from) nodes machines (each node) of virtual machines
cloud 100 1 6 6
edge data center 200 2 4 8
edge device 300 5 2 10
sensors 400 10 - -
instead of waiting for it to converge.
Initially, we set the learning rate to 0.1 and number of episodes to 1000. Thus, epsilon de-
cays by 0.001 (1/number of episodes) after each cycle. Meaning that the rate of exploring is
initially 1, i.e. the agent is always taking random action to explore the environment. Then, it
is decreasing by 0.001 after each cycle to increase the probability of exploiting, i.e. using its
gained knowledge about the environment to take actions. Until the epsilon reaches 0, then the
agent always uses its knowledge and stops taking random action. Only then, we start testing
the agent’s performance.
After that, we train the agent with learning rate equals to 0.05. Number of training episodes is
increased to 1500 episodes to give more time for the agent to learn. Finally, we decrease the
learning rate to 0.01 and increased number of episodes to 2000 training episodes as described
in Table 6.9.
The three trained MOSS models have outperformed the best orchestration algorithm as in Fig-
ure 6.8. Training the agent with lower learning rate α for more episodes gives the agent chance
to learn slowly about the environment. Then, it orchestrate tasks to their most suitable virtual
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Figure 6.6: Number of connected virtual machines changing
during simulation due to edge devices’ instability.







machines and thus manage the resources better. It also prevents machines from overloading,
since it monitor and orchestrate tasks to virtual machines with lower waiting time, which cor-
responds to the load of that virtual machine. This model is approximately 60% better than the
best orchestration algorithm.
Figure 6.9 presents the performance differences when the learning rate varies. It is obvious
that the more learning episodes, the better the performance is. It is also beneficial to decrease
the epsilon decay, to let the agent gradually use its knowledge rather than rushing into it.
Increasing it will lead to the use of uncertain knowledge of the environment, since the agent
did not explore enough observations. The learning rate could depend on the accuracy of the
monitoring system. If we think that our monitoring system is not highly accurate, then it is
better to lower the learning rate i.e. learn less from each experience. When the agent learns
slowly, it has the chance to better formulate the relation between the input and its goal. In
Figure, the accumulative average is recorded through testing cycles/episodes.
The learning process of the best performing model is recorded through the training episodes as
in Figure 6.10. Throughout an episode, the agent learns how to acquire more points to increase
its score. Slowly, the agent becomes greedy to gain more positive rewards, which correspond
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between benchmark algorithms in a
complex hierarchy.
Table 6.9: Learning Parameters in Experiment 2
Parameter Value in Run 1 Value in Run 2 Value in Run 3
α 0.1 0.05 0.01
γ 0.9 0.9 0.9
ε 1 1 1
ε-decay 1/1000 1/1500 1/2000
no. episodes 1000 1500 2000
to points. At the end of the training, the agent learns to obtain approximately 300 points per
episode.
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Figure 6.8: Three MOSS models outperform best benchmark
algorithm for tasks orchestration.
Figure 6.9: Accumulative average of success ratio in testing
cycles for different learning rate.
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Figure 6.10: Learning process of MOSS model with learning
rate 0.01 in Experiment 2.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis aimed to find a better method of allocating resources and balancing the load oftask allocation in a smart city system. As previously described earlier in this thesis, there
exist tremendous efforts on managing resources in distributed systems and that there are still
ongoing challenges. We looked to take advantage of machine learning to improve on these
methods.
7.1 Summary
Smart cities, like other distributed systems, are complicated in their features, dynamics, and
restrictions. Despite its complexity, feature engineering was one of the helpful tools that con-
tributed in achieving an effective load balancing and resource allocation model. It was used
to best represent the system to the learning agent. The results of agent’s training showed a
better performance in managing the system than all other benchmark algorithms examined in
our work.
In this thesis, we tackled the problem of load balancing and resources management by con-
sidering a reinforcement learning method. The reason behind choosing reinforcement learning
method among all machine learning methods is its ability to capture the interaction between
agent and system (agent’s model). Another important aspect is that the agent is always adapt-
ing its learning parameters depending on the system. We described a smart city and then
introduced the main components and dynamics of a smart city simulator. After that, we in-
troduced a model of a smart city environment and described specific characteristics. A MOSS
model was proposed to allow an agent to observe multiple observations at a step. The reward
is calculated after the agent takes an action by a reward function. This reward function weighs
each characteristic based on its significance in a state. The MOSS model also allows the agent
to do one or multiple updates at a step. Finally, the tested experiment proved this concept and
outperformed all other orchestration algorithms.
7.2 Contributions
The following provides a summary of the contributions of this thesis to smart city technology:
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• A model of the network infrastructure of a smart city which encompassed the hetero-
geneity of nodes and tasks in a fog computing paradigm.
• A smart city simulator with all of its basic components. The simulator adopts a hierar-
chical model for nodes, similar to a fog computing network model. In this simulator,
benchmark algorithms for tasks orchestration are set for comparison.
• The design of a MOSS RL model which suits the resource optimization problem. Prepro-
cessing stage of system’s features simplifies and presents the system for Reinforcement
Learning orchestration agent. This model allows the agent to observe multiple obser-
vations in a single state and take an action. It also accelerates the learning process, by
performing multiple updates in a step.
• A comparison of the performance of the Reinforcement Learning orchestration approach
with other orchestration algorithm. Results of the comparison are analyzed and ex-
plained.
7.3 Limitations and Future Work
The designed MOSS model requires a single node like a broker to reserve its knowledge, which
means it might suffer from a single point failure. Another requirement for the MOSS model to
work is that it needs to communicate with all nodes and update their statuses whenever a new
task needs orchestration. That consumes a lot of time, thus increases the cost of the system.
The MOSS model also consumes the resources of the broker node, which could be used for
task execution. For real life applications, the agent can use an efficient offline policy for taking
actions (orchestrating) while learning to optimize its orchestration method. After that, it could
start taking control gradually. Additionally, the agent should be trained with other arrival times
e.g. scheduled times based on other applications with scheduled tasks.
The performance of RL might take thousands of episodes to achieve convergence which pro-
duces desired results. The results of this research demonstrated the utility of the approach,
yet it can be improved significantly. This could be done by increasing the number of learning
episodes and tuning learning parameters like α, γ, ε . . . etc and the weights of reward function.
The agent could also lower the rate of updating the system’s virtual machines’ statuses, which
lowers the cost of this model. The current agent does not consider congestion on the links when
doing orchestration. The agent could be extended to consider load balancing on the links. Ad-
ditionally, the simulator could be improved in order to accelerate the time required for each
cycle to run and to improve its overall performance in order to simulate larger systems.
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